
xiii

Dramatis Personæ

Grouped by affinity, with individuals in each group listed in general order of 
appearance

HANDEL
George Frideric Handel, died 1759

German associates
Friedrich Wilhelm Zachow, his teacher of music and composition
Johann Adolf von Kielmansegg, Baron, Hanoverian courtier who assisted 

Handel’s career and patronized Goupy
Christoph Friedrich Kreyenberg, Hanoverian diplomat who managed 

Handel’s dismissal from Hanoverian service
Johanna Friderica Floercke (in German, Johanne Friederike Floercken), his 

niece and residuary legatee of his will

Italian patrons of Handel’s music
Ferdinando de’ Medici, Tuscan prince who wrote Handel a letter of 

introduction on his departure from Florence (1709)
Gian Gastone de’ Medici, brother of the above, later Grand Duke, who 

appears to have met Handel in Germany and invited him to Florence
Francesco Maria Ruspoli, Marquis, later Prince, Rome
Cardinal Benedetto Pamphilj, Rome
Cardinal Carlo Colonna, Rome
Cardinal Pietro Ottoboni, Rome
Aurora Sanseverino, Duchess of Laurenzana, Naples

London associates
John Christopher Smith (senior), his amanuensis and manager
John Christopher Smith (junior), his pupil and later his substitute as music 

director, a composer
John Walsh (father and son), his primary publisher
Peter LeBlond, servant
John Duburk, servant
Benjamin Martyn, friend on New Bond Street, secretary to Lord Shaftesbury
James Smyth, perfumer at the Sign of the Civet Cat on New Bond Street, last 

known person to be with Handel before his death
George Amyand, executor of his will
John Hetherington and Thomas Harris, witnesses to his will
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xiv Dramatis Personæ

Musicians
Georg Philipp Telemann, composer, Handel’s lifelong friend whom he met in 

Halle c. 1701–1702
Johann Mattheson, composer, Handel’s friend and colleague who wrote of 

their time together in Hamburg
Reinhard Keiser, senior composer at the opera in Hamburg
Antonio Caldara, composer in Rome, Venice
Arcangelo Corelli, composer and violinist in Rome
Margarita Durastante, soprano, primary singer for Ruspoli, who also 

premiered the role of Agrippina and sang for Handel in London
Agostino Steffani, composer and diplomat, Handel’s predecessor at Hanover
Nicolini (Nicola Grimaldi), castrato who premiered the role of Rinaldo
Henry Purcell, English composer, most important English predecessor of 

Handel
John Eccles, English composer, Master of the Queen’s Music under Queen 

Anne
William Croft, composer to the Chapel Royal, organist of Westminster 

Abbey
Maurice Greene, composer to the Chapel Royal after Croft, organist of St. 

Paul’s Cathedral
Johann Christoph Pepusch, composer in London, musical arranger of The 

Beggar’s Opera
Giovanni Bononcini and Attilio Ariosti, Italian composers for the Royal 

Academy of Music, competitors of Handel in the 1720s
Senesino (castrato) and Cuzzoni (soprano), leading singers with the Royal 

Academy of Music who later worked for the Opera of the Nobility in 
competition with Handel in the 1730s

Farinelli, renowned castrato of the period hired by the Opera of the Nobility
Nicola Porpora, composer hired by the Opera of the Nobility
Thomas Arne and John Frederick Lampe (in German, Johann Friedrich 

Lampe), composers of English operas in competition with Handel in the 
1730s

William Boyce, English composer
Matthew Dubourg, violinist in Dublin and London, only musician 

individually named in Handel’s will

Librettists
John Hughes, poet from whom Handel first asked for English text to set to 

music, contributor to Acis and Galatea
Ambrose Philips, librettist of the Birthday Ode for Queen Anne
Alexander Pope, John Gay, and John Arbuthnot, colleagues and friends at 

Burlington House and Cannons (estate of the duke of Chandos)
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Aaron Hill, playwright, theater manager, author of Handel’s Rinaldo, 
advocate of English opera

Giacomo Rossi, Nicola Haym, and Paolo Rolli, opera librettists
Charles Jennens, Newburgh Hamilton, Thomas Broughton, and Thomas 

Morell, oratorio librettists

English patrons and impresarios
Johann Jakob Heidegger, impresario with whom Handel worked in London
Richard Boyle, Third Earl of Burlington, patron of Handel and Goupy
James Brydges, First Earl of Carnarvon, later First Duke of Chandos, patron 

of Handel and Goupy
Henry Furnese, patron of Goupy and Handel
Charles Sackville, First Earl of Middlesex, who failed to entice Handel to 

compose for the opera company he oversaw in London from 1739 to 1748
Margaret Cecil, Lady Brown, Baroness of Ranelagh, “enemy” to Handel from 

the late 1730s into 1740s
Jonathan Tyers, proprietor of Vauxhall Gardens
Sir Paul Methuen, art collector, patron of Goupy
Richard Houlditch, art collector who made manuscript copies of art auction 

catalogues from the first half of the eighteenth century
John Rich, manager of Covent Garden

English hosts of house concerts
Thomas Britton, a merchant in charcoal, who initiated the practice of public 

house concerts
John Wollaston, painter
William Caslon, developer of typefaces
Henry Needler, accountant and violinist

Doctors
John Gowland, apothecary on New Bond Street, Goupy’s landlord for a brief 

period
Richard Warren, identified as Handel’s doctor by Charles Burney
Francis Philip Duval, physician whose name is notated by Handel in his score 

of Faramondo (1738)
Dr. George Cheyne, famous physician at Bath, who advised Pope, Gay, Lady 

Percival, and perhaps Handel
Samuel Sharp, surgeon at Guy’s Hospital who operated on Handel’s eyes
John Belchier, surgeon at Guy’s Hospital, named in Handel’s will
William Bromfield, surgeon at London Lock Hospital, also operated on 

Handel’s eyes
John Taylor, itinerant and  self- aggrandizing eye surgeon, who operated on 

Handel’s eyes at Bath
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GOUPY
Joseph Goupy, died 1769
Lewis Goupy, his uncle, art adviser to Burlington, art teacher to Mary Delany
Dorothy Chaveney, his landlady and perhaps his mistress in the 1720s
John Hedges, treasurer to Frederick, Prince of Wales, and Goupy’s patron
William Lord Bateman, son of Hedges’s  half- sister, separated from his wife on 

account of his homosexual practices
Dr. John Monro, a “mad doctor” consulted by Goupy for a woman in his 

household

Other visual artists
Marco Ricci, Sebastiano Ricci, and Giovanni Antonio Pellegrini, artists 

variously engaged at Burlington House and at the Queen’s Theatre
Peter Tillemans, artist and set designer for the Royal Academy of Music
William Hogarth, painter, engraver, satirist, and social critic, a codirector of 

the Foundling Hospital with Handel, painted Donnellan with the Wesley 
family

Philippe Mercier, painted portrait of Handel, principal painter to the prince 
of Wales until replaced by Goupy in 1736

Rupert Barber, miniaturist who lived many years on the property of the 
Delany estate near Dublin, he painted miniatures of both Donnellan and 
Delany, and of Handel (now lost)

Louis- François Roubiliac, sculptor, creator of Handel’s statue for Vauxhall 
Gardens and his monument in Westminster Abbey

Christian Friedrich Zincke, important miniaturist, whose work includes a 
painting of Delany

Thomas Hudson, painted two important portraits of Handel

 DELANY- GRANVILLE
Mary Delany (née Granville, first married name Pendarves), died 1788
Bernard Granville (senior), her father
George Granville, Lord Lansdowne, her uncle, a playwright and leading 

Jacobite, who pushed her into an unwanted marriage at the age of 
seventeen

Sir John Stanley and Anne Stanley (née Granville), her aunt and uncle with 
whom Delany lived as a child and again as a widow

Anthony Westcombe, her maternal uncle who bequeathed a fortune to her 
brother Bernard

Bernard Granville (junior), her brother, a close friend of Handel
Bevil Granville, her brother
Anne Dewes (née Granville), her sister
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John Dewes, her  brother- in- law
Court, Bernard, and John Dewes, her nephews
Mary Port (née Dewes), her niece, married to John Port
Georgina Port, her  great- niece
Alexander Pendarves, her first husband, a close associate of her uncle 

Lansdowne, died 1725
Mary Pendarves Basset, Pendarves’s niece, his  heir- at- law after he died 

intestate, and defendant in lawsuit brought by Mary Delany for her widow’s 
portion

Edward Stanley, Delany’s lawyer (no relation to her uncle Stanley)
Dr. Patrick Delany, her beloved second husband, protestant clergyman, dean of 

Down, died 1768
Margaret Tenison, Dr. Delany’s first wife, whose family sued Delany after her 

death
John Wesley, with his brother  cofounder of the Methodist movement, 

correspondent of Mary Delany
Jonathan Swift, author, essayist, dean of St. Patrick’s Cathedral, Dublin, 

correspondent of Mary Delany
Margaret Cavendish, Duchess of Portland, one of Delany’s closest friends, with 

whom she lived half the year during her second widowhood

HUNTER
James Hunter, third son of a wealthy Huguenot family, died 1757
Henry Lannoy Hunter, his brother, firstborn son
John Hunter, his brother,  second- born son
Sir Harcourt Master, his uncle, director of the South Sea Company
Thomas Weston, Assistant Astronomer Royal and director of a school for boys 

in Greenwich
Catherine Hunter (née Cooke), Hunter’s wife

 MAYNE- BATT
Elizabeth Mayne (née Batt), died 1768
Christopher Batt (senior), her father, died 1739
Christopher Batt (junior), her brother, died 1756
John Mayne (senior), her husband, lord of the manor at Teffont Evias, died 

1726
John Mayne (junior), her son, died 1785
Isabella Mayne (née Raymond, second husband: Archibald, Earl of 

Dundonald), wife of John Mayne (junior)
John Thomas Batt and Edward Pery Buckley, lateral descendants who inherited 

the Rubens oil sketch purchased by Christopher Batt (junior) in 1750
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James Harris, philosopher, avid fan of Handel’s music, hosted Handel at his 
house in Salisbury, preserved an important collection of Handel’s music 
in manuscript first prepared for Elizabeth Legh, cousin of Lord Radnor 
(see below), who gave the collection to Harris; his son James Harris 
became First Earl of Malmesbury

Connections through the Harris circle
John Robartes, Fourth Earl of Radnor
Anthony Ashley Cooper, Fourth Earl of Shaftesbury, collector of Handel’s 

music

 DONNELLAN- PERCIVAL
Anne Donnellan, died 1762
Philip Percival, her stepfather
John Percival, later First Earl of Egmont, brother to Philip
George Berkeley, Bishop of Cloyne, close friend of John Percival, his proposal 

of marriage was refused by Donnellan
Samuel Richardson, author of Clarissa and Sir Charles Grandison, 

correspondent of Donnellan (and also of Delany and her sister)
Elizabeth Robinson Montagu, friend and correspondent of Donnellan (also 

close to Delany)

 PALMER- PEACOCK- VERNEY
Elizabeth Palmer (née Peacock), died after 1764
Richard Peacock, her father, died 1737
Elizabeth Peacock, her mother
George Peacock, her brother, died 1740
Elizabeth Peacock (infant), George Peacock’s orphaned daughter
Ralph Palmer (III), Elizabeth’s husband, died 1755
Hamey Palmer, brother to Ralph Palmer (III), died 1771
Ralph Palmer (II), their father, died 1746
Elizabeth Verney (née Palmer), sister of Ralph Palmer (II), died 1686, wife of 

John Verney, first Viscount Fermanagh, died 1717
Ralph, first Earl Verney, their son, died 1752
Ralph, second Earl Verney, their grandson and childhood friend of Ralph 

Palmer (III), died 1791
Elizabeth Verney, sister to the first Earl Verney, died 1767

BRITISH ROYAL FAMILIES
James II, last Catholic king (from 1685), fled England 1689, lived in exile, 

died 1701, succeeded by his protestant daughter Mary II and her husband, 
the Dutch William III of Orange
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Queen Anne, sister of Mary II, last Stuart monarch, died 1714
James Francis Edward Stuart, Catholic son of James II, after whose death he 

was styled James III by his supporters, died 1766
Charles Edward Stuart, his son, died 1788
George I, previously Elector of Hanover and Handel’s employer, first 

Hanoverian monarch from 1714, died 1727
George II, his son, died 1760
Queen Caroline, wife of George II, died 1737
Prince Frederick, son of George II, Prince of Wales, died 1751
Princess Anne, daughter of George II, music student of Handel
Prince William Augustus, son of George II, Duke of Cumberland, leader of 

government troops in 1745 rebellion
Princesses Amelia, Caroline, Mary, and Louise, other daughters of George II, 

some of whom also studied music with Handel

ENGLISH  EIGHTEENTH- CENTURY WRITERS ON HANDEL
John Mainwaring, author of biography of Handel (1760)
Sir John Hawkins, author of multivolume history of music (1776)
Charles Burney, author of multivolume history of music (1776–1789), and 

history of the Commemoration of Handel (1785)
William Coxe, stepson of John Christopher Smith Jr., author of Anecdotes 

(1799)
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4 George Frideric Handel

1.1 Handel’s will in his own hand (1750), first page (The National Archives, Kew, ref. 
PROB 1/14)
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Introductions  7

1.2 Handel’s final codicil (1759), last page signed by Handel (The National Archives, 
Kew, ref. PROB 1/14)
1.2 Handel’s final codicil (1759), last page signed by Handel (The National Archives, 
Kew, ref. PROB 1/14)
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1.3 Residences of Handel and his friends, based on John Pine’s and John Tinney’s Plan of the Cities of London and Westminster and Bor-
ough of Southwark, 1747 (courtesy of the Westminster Archives Centre, London)

Goupy
(1746–1752)

Palmer
(1746–1755)

Palmer
(1755–1756)

Bernard 
Granville

Goupy
(1736–1746)

Delany
(1755–1768)

Donnellan  
with family

(1740–1752)

Hunter 
birthplace

Burlington 
House (Handel 

1714–1715)

John Hedges
(Goupy’s patron)

Goupy at 
Gowland’s

(1734–1736)

Goupy at 
Chaveny’s

(1723–1734)

Donnellan
(1755–1762)

Donnellan
(1752–1755)

Delany
(1742–1744)

Delany
(1768–1785)

Donnellan with family
(1733–1734)

HANDEL
(1723–d. 1759)

Delany
(1734–1741)
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18 George Frideric Handel

the composer himself, who frequently regaled friends and associates 
with accounts of his life. Even if Mainwaring did not hear the anecdotes 
directly from the composer but rather in some mediated form through 
one or more telling, he still offers the closest record we have of Handel’s 
own words. The choice of reminiscence, and undoubtedly the adult 
shaping of the narrative, provides insight into what was most import-
ant to Handel’s  self- image. What stands out in particular is his sense of 
 self- reliance and independence.2

In 1691 or 1692, when his father set out on a trip to Weissenfels, the 
young Handel resolved to join him. He had not been invited but wanted 
to meet his  half- brother, who was  thirty- five years older than he, and fol-
lowed his father’s coach by foot. Carriages, even when nothing delayed 
them, rarely traveled more distance in a day than a man could walk eas-
ily, and, in this instance, Handel, less than seven years old, was able to 
catch up. His father, “greatly surprised at his courage, and somewhat 
displeased with his obstinacy,” reluctantly allowed the boy to join him. 
At the Weissenfels court, when his father was too busy to supervise him 
closely, Handel enjoyed “getting at harpsichords.” He also played the 
organ, and on one occasion was overheard by the duke. When told the 
identity of the performer by Handel’s  half- brother, who may well have 

B E F OR E  L ON D ON: Tim el ine

1685
February 23
George Frid-
eric Handel 
born in Halle, 
Germany

1701
Handel 
becomes 
friends with 
Georg Philipp 
Telemann, 
who is 
studying law 
in Leipzig

1702
February 10
Handel regis-
ters at Halle 
University;
March 13
Handel 
appointed 
organist at the 
Domkirche in 
Halle

1703
June–July
Handel leaves the 
university and his 
church position, 
and joins the
orchestra at the 
Hamburg Opera; 
autumn
becomes friends 
with Johann 
 Mattheson

1705
January 8
Handel’s opera 
Almira premieres at 
the Hamburg Opera
February 25
Handel’s opera Nero 
(lost) premieres at 
the Hamburg Opera
late summer–
autumn?
Handel leaves Ham-
burg for Italy
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Before London 1685–1710 19

arranged an “accidental” meeting, the duke spoke to Handel’s father 
about the boy’s natural ability. Although he granted a father’s author-
ity to choose whatever profession he saw fit for his children, he also 
thought that a talent like Handel’s should be developed. “He concluded 
with saying, that he was far from recommending the study of Music in 
exclusion of the Languages, or of the Civil Law, provided it was possible 
to reconcile them together.” As a result of this encounter, Handel was 
allowed to study music with Friedrich Wilhelm Zachow (1663–1712), 
the organist at the Lutheran Marienkirche (St. Mary’s Church, gener-
ally known as the Market Church) in Halle.

Handel made astonishing progress under Zachow as both performer 
and composer. By the time he was nine, he began composing concerted 
sacred cantatas for voices and instruments and did so “every week for 
three years successively.” Though such productivity may seem doubt-
ful for one so young, it is clear that the boy persevered and succeeded 
in music. In addition, he continued the study preparatory to a profes-
sion in civil law.3 When his father died in 1697, it being common for 
close friends and family of the deceased to write mourning poems to be 
read at the funeral, the  twelve- year- old Handel contributed one of his 
own and signed himself  “Georg- Friedrich Händel, dedicated to the lib-

M AJOR ITA LIA N WORKS

170 6 –1710
Handel in Florence under 
patronage of the Medici; in 
Rome under patronage of 
Prince Ruspoli and Cardinals 
Pamphilj, Ottoboni, and 
Colonna; in Naples under 
patronage of Donn’Aurora 
Sanseverino; periodically in 
Venice

1707
spring
Il trionfo del 
Tempo e del 
Disinganno 
performed in 
Rome (text by 
Pamphilj)
autumn
Rodrigo pre-
mieres in Flor-
ence at Teatro 
del Cocomero

170 8
April 8
La resurrezione 
performed 
in Rome at 
 Palazzo Bonelli
July
Aci, Galatea, 
e Polifemo 
performed in 
Naples

170 9
December 26
Agrippina 
premieres in 
Venice at Teatro 
San Giovanni 
Grisostomo

1710
by June 14
Handel 
appointed 
Kapellmeister 
to the elector of 
Hanover
autumn
Handel leaves 
Hanover for 
London
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38 George Frideric Handel

by Handel, performed by Nicolini “and the other Celebrated Voices of 
the Italian Opera,” was an entertainment within The Jew of Venice, a play 
adapted from Shakespeare’s Merchant of Venice by George Granville, 
Lord Lansdowne, that was performed on the same occasion.2 Neverthe-
less, the content of the report, even with its errors, is revealing. It shows 
that soon after his arrival in London, Handel had begun to collabo-
rate with the performers of Italian opera there, including Nicolini (the 
castrato who had been brought to London by Lord Manchester) and, 
in the memories of at least some auditors at this important celebratory 
court event, his music effectively displaced that of Eccles, Master of the 
Queen’s Music.

It is not clear what music by Handel was performed on this occasion. 
In the collected works of Lansdowne from 1732, the direction for the 

P OL I T IC S ,  PAT RON AG E , A N D  PE N S ION: Tim el ine

1701–1714
War of Spanish Suc-
cession: allied forces, 
including the Holy 
 Roman Empire (incor-
porating Hanover), 
Great Britain, and 
the Dutch Republic 
against France and 
Bavaria

170 6
February 21
The British 
Enchanters pre-
mieres in London 
(revived 1707), a 
dramatic opera by 
George Granville, 
Lord Lansdowne 
(and a model for 
Handel’s Rinaldo)

1708
September 9
Handel’s serenata 
Oh, come chiare 
e belle commis-
sioned by and 
performed for 
Prince Ruspoli 
(Rome) to cel-
ebrate Ruspoli’s 
financial and 
military support 
of France and 
the Papal States 
against Austrian 
forces

1710
February (?)
Handel leaves Italy, traveling 
through Innsbruck, arriving in 
Hanover by early June
by June 14
Handel appointed Kapellmeister 
(master of music) to the elector of 
Hanover, heir to the British throne
autumn
Handel arrives in London as an 
employee of the elector of Hanover;
Handel’s serenata Echeggiate, festeg-
giate! performed
c. December
Handel and the impresario Hei-
degger visit Sir John Stanley, whose 
 ten- year- old niece Mary Delany 
(née Granville) is living with them
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Politics, Patronage, and Pension 1710–1727 39

entertainment is for “a complete Concert of Vocal and Instrumental 
Musick, after the Italian Manner.”3 Handel’s serenata Echeggiate, festeg-
giate! (Resonate! celebrate!) would seem to fit that description best. It 
is a  large- scale serenata in Italian with orchestral accompaniment and 
definitely one of the first pieces Handel composed in England.4 Given 
the length of the work, however, it could also be that excerpts were 
performed: Handel’s alterations to his autograph (and its jumbled and 
incomplete survival) suggest that it was revised, and perhaps shortened, 
by him at some point after its initial composition.5 Its text relates directly 
to the Spanish War of Succession, a conflict over the inheritance of the 
Spanish throne after 1700. France and the Electorate of Bavaria, known 
as the Two Crowns, supported the accession of Philip, Duke of Anjou 
and grandson of Louis XIV, while the Grand Alliance, including Brit-

1711
February 6
Handel’s music (possibly 
excerpts from Echeggiate, fes-
teggiate!) performed at court 
for the celebration of Queen 
Anne’s birthday, probably 
incorporated into The Jew 
of Venice, a play by George 
Granville, Lord Lansdowne
February 24
Rinaldo premieres, Handel’s 
first opera for London; 
scenario by Aaron Hill
May
Handel leaves London to 
return to Hanover

1712
summer
Handel writes (in French) 
to a German friend in 
London that he has “made 
some progress” learning 
English
autumn
Handel returns to London, 
still in the employ of the 
elector of Hanover

1713
January
Handel commissioned to compose a 
Te Deum and Jubilate to celebrate the 
Peace of Utrecht, a unilateral peace not 
supported by the elector of Hanover
February 6
Handel’s Ode for the Birthday of Queen 
Anne (his first sustained work in English) 
performed at court
May 5
Peace of Utrecht officially declared
late May (?)
Handel fired from his Hanoverian position
July 7
The Utrecht Te Deum and Jubilate by  
Handel performed at St. Paul’s Cathedral
July
Handel is told he will be “all right” when 
the elector comes to the throne of Great 
Britain and promises to continue telling 
the Hanoverian agent “all he knows”
December 28
Queen Anne grants Handel an annual 
pension of £200
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40 George Frideric Handel

ain, the Holy Roman Empire (House of Habsburg), the Dutch Repub-
lic, and most of the German states (including Hanover), supported the 
Habsburg claimant, Charles, younger son of Emperor Leopold I. The 
war was fought by land and sea across much of Europe (but not Britain) 
with major military confrontations in the Spanish Netherlands, Ger-
many, Hungary, France, and Spain, and naval battles in the Mediterra-
nean. Italy, too, was drawn into the war because of territorial disputes 
between Austria and Spain, as well as by alliances of various Italian 
courts with either France or Austria.

Handel already had firsthand experiences of this war. When he trav-
eled from Hamburg to Italy in 1705 or 1706, he must have planned his 
route in part to avoid active fighting, and while residing in Italy, he needed 
to be mindful not only of military action but also of the loyalties of his 
patrons. More than once he was called upon to compose works relating 
to the war. Most obviously, his serenata Oh, come chiare e belle (Oh, how 
clear and beautiful), written for performance in Rome on September 
9, 1708, celebrates his patron Ruspoli by name for the recruitment and 
financing of a regiment to support Pope Clement XI in his defense of 
Ferrara against Austrian forces. Handel himself was clearly not a parti-
san; even in Italy he seems to have gone back and forth between patrons 
of different allegiances. When he arrived in England and was asked to 

 Pol i t i c s ,  Pat ronage ,  and Pe n sion  c ont inu e d

1713
January 10
Handel’s Teseo pre-
mieres (dedicated 
to new patron, 
Lord Burlington)
June 2
performance of 
Handel’s Silla (ded-
icated to French 
ambassador)

1714 –1715
Handel resident at 
Burlington House

1715
May 25
Handel’s Amadigi 
premieres (dedicated 
to Lord Burlington)

1714
August 1
Queen Anne dies; the elector 
of Hanover becomes King 
George I
September 18
George I arrives in London
September 26 and October 17
Handel’s music played in 
Chapel Royal to mark arrival 
of Hanoverian family
October 20
Coronation of George I

BURLINGTON
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set texts relating to the war (on the opposing side from Ruspoli’s regi-
ment, but on the same side as his employer, the elector of Hanover), it 
must have seemed a familiar subject. All of the music he wrote for Queen 
Anne refers directly to this European conflict.

By 1710, English support for the war was waning, and efforts were 
under way to find a peace settlement. Great hope had accrued to the 
negotiations at the Hague in 1709, but although Louis XIV had been 
willing to cede the Spanish throne to Charles, he was not willing to 
use his own army to oust his grandson. On this point, the negotiations 
foundered, and the war continued. Handel’s serenata Echeggiate, festeg-
giate! celebrates allied victories and looks forward to an end to the war. It 
brings together various Olympian gods and goddesses who continually 
rejoice, “Charles alone is King of Iberia.” Jupiter announces an end to 
warfare, declaring that the Grand Alliance will rule the world and that 
the “French Titan” (Louis XIV) and his Spanish allies “must bend their 
necks to my commands.” The final movements contain encomiums to 
the “valorous champions” who fought successfully for a peaceful out-
come, but, at the birthday celebration especially, Anne’s dual role as con-
queror and peacemaker could have been implied in such lines as “lovely 
peace and noble piety shall reign here” and “Show me where there is a 
single corner of the world which does not utter your name with admira-

1715
October 10
Handel paid the half 
year of salary in arrears 
from Hanover
summer
Jacobite uprising to 
February 1716 

1716
summer–autumn
Handel travels to 
Germany; his Brockes 
Passion performed (?)

1717
February
threat of Swed-
ish invasion in 
support of the 
Pretender

1717
commissions 
Goupy to 
make copies 
of the Raphael 
“cartoons”
July 17
performance of 
Handel’s Water 
Music, com-
missioned by 
Kielmansegg

KIELM A NSEGG
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tion and rejoicing” (emphasis added).6 Similarly, in the text of the Birth-
day Ode by Tate, an end to the war is imagined, now as a direct result of 
the power of “the gracious Morn, the  Holy- day of Nature,” Anne’s birth-
day: “Europe bless the Royal Day, / All your Storms are blown away.”7

It was at the queen’s request that The Jew of Venice was presented 
as part of the birthday celebration: the play had first been performed 
in 1701. Handel would have encountered its author, George Granville, 
Lord Lansdowne, an uncle to Mary Delany (née Granville), at the 
birthday celebration, but given that his music was being incorporated 
into the play, replacing the entertainment Lansdowne himself had writ-
ten for the original production— the masque of Peleus and Thetis set to 
music by Eccles— he could have met and worked with the playwright 
during preparations for the event. In fact, Handel had first paid his 
respects to the Granville family months earlier by calling on Sir John 
Stanley, commissioner of customs and secretary to Lord Chamberlain 
(whose office regulated the London theaters). The purpose of this visit, 
which Handel made together with the Swiss impresario Johann Jakob 
Heidegger (who had been overseeing the production of Italian opera in 
London since 1707), must have been to help pave the way for Heidegger 
to produce an opera by Handel.

Stanley was married to Anne Granville, Lansdowne’s sister, who 

 Pol i t i c s ,  Pat ronage ,  and Pe n sion  c ont inu e d

1719
July 27
Royal Charter for 
establishment of the 
Royal Academy of 
Music
November 30
Handel  appointed 
“Master of the 
 Orchester”

172 0
April 24
John Percival 
qualifies himself 
as a director of the 
Royal Academy 
by taking Oaths of 
Allegiance, Suprem-
acy, and Abjuration, 
after obtaining a 
 Sacrament  Certificate

ROYA L AC A DE MY OF MUSIC

1717–1718
Handel at Cannons 
estate of James Bry-
dges (later Duke of 
Chandos); composes 
“Chandos Anthems,” 
Acis and Galatea, and 
Esther

1718
early
Chandos buys 
Goupy’s copies of 
Raphael cartoons 
from Kielmansegg’s 
widow

DUKE OF CHA NDOS
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before her marriage had served as maid of honor to the previous queen, 
Mary II. Another sister, Elizabeth Granville, was currently serving as 
maid of honor to Queen Anne. The  ten- year- old Mary Delany had lived 
with her aunt and uncle Stanley since 1708 in order to be groomed for a 
similar court position, and she later described Handel’s visit.

In the year [17]10 I first saw Mr. Handel who was introduced to 
my uncle Stanley by Mr. Heidegger, the famous manager of the 
opera, and the most ugly man that ever was formed. We had no 
better instrument in the house than a little spinnet of mine, on 
which the great musician performed wonders. I was much struck 
with his playing, but struck as a child, not a judge, for the moment 
he was gone, I seated myself to my instrument and played the best 
lesson I had then learnt; my uncle archly asked me if I thought 
I should ever play as well as Mr. Handel. ‘If I did not think I 
should,’ cried I, ‘I would burn my instrument!’ such was the 
innocent presumption of childish ignorance.8

Heidegger was an important contact for Handel to have made. At least 
by the late 1720s, the impresario was residing at Barn Elms  (modern- day 
Barnes), about four miles southwest of Kensington. The local commu-

1721
December 9
Floridante pre-
mieres, Handel’s 
second opera for the 
 academy
December 16 (?)
Jacobite demonstra-
tion at Floridante

1722
April
uncovering of the 
“Atterbury Plot” 
to capture and 
overthrow the royal 
family
August 24
Bishop Atterbury 
arrested on charge of 
high treason

172 4 –
Goupy employed by 
the academy (if not 
sooner)

1727
June 11
George I dies
October 11
Coronation of George II
November 11
Handel’s Riccardo primo 
premieres: dedicated to 
George II; set design by 
Goupy

ROYA L AC A DE MY OF MUSIC
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Scaevola, relating to the opera of 1721 (for which Handel contributed the 
third act), and his miniatures of Angelica and Medoro, relating to Han-
del’s Orlando of 1733.

Goupy stated that by 1719 he was easily able to earn £600 annually. 
This was a princely sum; by comparison, a building craftsman in 1750 

3.4  Letter (1728) of Joseph Goupy to Cox Macro (© The British Library Board 
[Add. MS. 32556, f. 170r])
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opportunity to compose an opera for the public stage. As we have seen, 
he quickly connected with the impresario Johann Heidegger and sought 
official backing from the Lord Chamberlain through his secretary, John 
Stanley. He also must have taken advice on the most desirable subject 
for an opera. In part, the success of Rinaldo resulted from the opportu-
nities it offered for spectacle, its magical elements being closely mod-
eled on The British Enchanters by George Granville, Lord Lansdowne. 
Lansdowne’s work also provided a model in its adaptation of an epic 
tale of  knight- errantry. Whereas The British Enchanters was based 
on the Renaissance epic of Amadis de Gaula (but filtered through the 
 seventeenth- century French opera of Amadis by  Jean- Baptiste Lully, a 
source Handel would later use directly in his opera Amadigi), Handel’s 
Rinaldo was adapted from Torquato Tasso’s epic, Gerusalemme liberata. 
The decision to use the Rinaldo story was made by Aaron Hill, manager 
of the Queen’s Theatre. As he explained in the preface to the libretto:

C O M M E RC E  A N D  T R A DE : Tim el ine

1711
February 24
premiere of Rinaldo (set in 
Jerusalem), Handel’s first opera 
for London
June
Handel returns to Hanover
midsummer
Handel receives 1,000 taler, his 
first year of Hanoverian salary
September 10
establishment of the South Sea 
Company

1712
midsummer
Handel receives his second year 
of Hanoverian salary
early autumn
Handel returns to London

1713
by May
Handel receives £186 7s. 11d. 
for his work at the Queen’s 
Theatre (leaving more than that 
 outstanding)
June
Handel fired from his Hanove-
rian position
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I could not chuse a finer Subject than the celebrated Story of 
Rinaldo and Armida, which has furnish’d OPERA’S for every 
Stage and Tongue in Europe. I have, however, us’d a Poet’s 
Privilege, and vary’d from the Scheme of Tasso, as was necessary 
for the better forming a Theatrical Representation.

After Hill wrote the drama, the Italian poet Giacomo Rossi “fill[ed] up 
the Model” in the proper shape of an Italian opera. Hill then added an 
English version of Rossi’s verses.

The locus of the story in the Middle East provided a framework for 
the spectacle, but it also offered an opportunity to capitalize on the grow-
ing imaginative interest in the East that was being fed by the journals of 
English travelers and merchants and by the popularity of such Oriental 
tales as One Thousand and One Nights. Hill himself had traveled widely 
in the Levant, and his journey had taken him, among other places, to 

1715
ships sailing out of Ostend in the 
Austrian Netherlands 
begin to compete with the Brit-
ish East India Company 
for trade
autumn (?)
establishment of Thomas 
Weston’s Academy in  
Greenwich
midsummer
Handel receives £200, first 
 full- year payment of British 
pension continued by George I
September–October (?)
Handel purchases £500 in South 
Sea stock
October 10
Handel receives the half year of 
salary in arrears from Hanover

1714
midsummer
Handel receives £100, first 
 half- year payment of pension 
from Queen Anne
August 1
Queen Anne dies; the elector of 
Hanover becomes King 
George I

1716
March 13 and June 29
Handel authorizes his South Sea 
dividends to be paid to a third 
party
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Jerusalem, the setting of the opera. In 1709 Hill published a travel narra-
tive of the countries he visited: A Full and Just Account of the Present State 
of the Ottoman Empire in all its Branches: with the Government, and Policy, 
Religion, Customs, and Way of Living of the Turks, in General. Faithfully 
related from a Serious Observation, taken in many years Travels thro’ those 
Countries. The book offered, as Hill explained, lest the lengthy title was 
not sufficient, a description of “The Present State of Æthiopia, Egypt, 
the Three Arabia’s, Palestine, and the Whole Ottoman Empire.”

Hill’s personal knowledge of Jerusalem gave him a solid geographi-
cal basis on which to build the opening scene of the opera depicting the 
Christian assault on the city walls, while his historical and religious judg-
ments, which led him to grieve that the “Lands of old, possess’d by the 
religious Patrons of GODS Holy Doctrine, should now be own’d by the 
Defiling outcasts of Humanity, by Swarms of Infidels,” lent impetus and 
support to the battle he depicted between the Christians and the Sara-
cens. Donning the mantle of a  modern- day Herodotus, he filled the Full 
and Just Account with the stories and tales he heard on his journey as well 
as firsthand observations. He allowed himself fantastical images of “dried 
dead bodies .  .  . whisk’d like paper” and blown upon the unsuspecting 

C omm e rc e  and Trade  c ont inu e d

1718
Handel’s Esther (set in Persia) 
performed at Cannons

1719
February
formation of the Royal Acad-
emy of Music
spring
Handel sells his South Sea stock 
by this time
June (?)
Handel leaves for the Continent 
to hire singers for the Royal 
Academy
November 30
Handel appointed by the 
academy as “Master of the 
Orchester with a Sallary”

172 0
April 27
Handel’s Radamisto (set in 
Armenia) premieres at the Royal 
Academy
summer (?)
James Hunter enrolled at 
Weston’s Academy with his 
cousin Charles Masters
September
collapse of South Sea stock after 
its peak in August
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traveler in a sand storm, and wrote of ghosts, hobgoblins, and apparitions 
that appear and disappear in the desert, leading the unsuspecting astray.

Hill’s reported supernatural experiences served as background to the 
opera’s fantastical scenes. Act I, scene vii, of Rinaldo contains the follow-
ing stage direction:

They have drawn their Swords, and are making at each other; 
when a black Cloud descends, all fill’d with dreadful Monsters 
spitting Fire and Smoke on every side. The Cloud covers 
Almirena and Armida, and carries ’em up swiftly into the Air, 
leaving in their Place, two frightful Furies, who having grinn’d at, 
and mock’d Rinaldo, sink down, and disappear.

The event leaves Rinaldo in amazement and he “stands immove-
able with his Eyes fix’d on the Ground.” In his account of “Arabia 
the Desart,” Hill previewed this theatrical scene. He described how 
“Christian Strangers .  .  . are sometimes miserably overtaken by the 
danger of a Storm .  .  . lifting Men and Camels from the Desart, or at 
least so fills the Air with Clouds of Sand, driv’n up and down by unre-

1722
spring (?)
Weston’s students repeat their 
performance of Tamerlane 
before the Lords of the Admi-
ralty
December
formal establishment of the 
Ostend East India Company 
(Austria)

1721
December 9
Handel’s Floridante (set in 
Persia) premieres at the Royal 
Academy
December 16 (?)
Weston’s students perform the 
play of Tamerlane (Nicholas 
Rowe?)

172 4
February 20
Handel’s Giulio Cesare 
(set in Egypt) premieres 
at the Royal Academy
October 31
Handel’s Tamerlano (set 
in Turkey) premieres at 
the Royal Academy
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sisted Whirlwinds, that the Wretched Traveller, quite blinded with their 
Fury, stands, unknowing what to do.” And he asked the reader to try to 
imagine himself in this position, directly requesting the empathy he 
hoped to elicit from his theater audience with the staged depiction of 
Rinaldo’s inaction and astonishment.

Imagine, Reader, what a miserable State you wou’d believe 
your self reduc’d to, were you left alone, amidst the wild, and 
unfrequented Sands of these unmeasur’d Desarts: Nothing 
near you, nor within the reach of the most Sanguine Hope, but 
dreadful Serpents, unknown Monsters, and a thousand barbarous 
Enemies to Nature and Humanity.

Although Hill’s personal experience of the East lay behind details of 
the opera’s scenario, the underlying theme of the opera was one that Hill 
shared broadly with a wide spectrum of British society: a strong belief 
in the superiority of Western morality over Eastern treachery. Rinaldo 
is a fictional Christian hero in service to the historical figure of Godfrey 
of Bouillon (c. 1060–1100), whose tomb Hill had visited in Jerusalem, 
copying out its epitaph.1 He travels to the East, where he faces disorient-
ing apparitions and armed infidels. His successful conquest of Jerusalem 

C omm e rc e  and Trade  c ont inu e d

1725
Spain agrees to support Austrian 
trade

172 6
March 12
Handel’s Scipione (set in Spain) 
premieres at the Royal Academy
May 5
Handel’s Alessandro (set in 
India) premieres at the Royal 
Academy
August 12
Henry Lannoy Hunter, brother 
to James, apprenticed to the 
Levant Company in Aleppo

1727–1729
 Anglo- Spanish War; siege 
of Gibraltar begins (Feb-
ruary 1727)
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leads to the conversion of the sorceress Armida, as well as Argantes, the 
Saracen king of Jerusalem, to Christianity. When Armida sings, “Con-
quer’d by you, we wou’d embrace Your Faith,” the ending rings with the 
victory of the Christians over the Arabian infidels, rationality over magic, 
and participatory government over despotism. These blatant opposi-
tions find little resonance in Handel’s score. Distinctive musical Orien-
talisms, such as insistently repeated rhythms, distinctive orchestration, 
and pentatonic or other Eastern scale patterns, which appear in later 
compositions ranging from the Turkish dances of Mozart’s Abduction 
from the Seraglio to the  full- blown exoticism of  Rimsky- Korsakov’s Sche-
herezade, had not yet coalesced into mannerism. Nevertheless, at critical 
junctures in the drama Handel found a variety of ways to distinguish 
between Eastern and Western characters by manipulating the European 
musical system in which he worked, and at times he approached the later 
“exotic” style.

Handel’s musical setting of Rinaldo most clearly delineates the West 
from the East when the military forces meet for the climactic battle. In 
the libretto, the entrances of the two armies seem balanced: first “the 
Pagan Trumpets sound a March, and the Army is seen to pass the Gate, 
and in military Order descend the Mountain,” and then “the Christian 
Trumpets sound, and the Army in Military Pomp and Order, marches 

1727
May–June
Ostend East India Company officially 
suspends trade; siege of Gibraltar halted
June 11
George I dies
October 11
Coronation of George II
November 11
Riccardo primo (set in Cyprus) pre-
mieres at the Royal Academy with sets 
by Joseph Goupy

1728
February 17
Handel’s Siroe (set in Persia) pre-
mieres at the Royal Academy
April 30
Handel’s Tolomeo (set in Cyprus) 
premieres at the Royal Academy
June 1
Royal Academy closes
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over the Stage.” Handel created differentiation by disregarding the 
parallelisms of these directions. When the Saracen forces come for-
ward with Argantes at their head, their march has a jingling, almost 
 toy- soldier quality generated by a rather banal melody that turns upon 
itself in short rhythmic values and seems to go nowhere. The Christian 
march, by contrast, depicts power and dignity, making use of longer note 
values and expanded phrasing, advancing with a sweep of melody that 
emphasizes the forward thrust in  upward- octave runs and leaps. The 
West is also signaled with the instrumental brilliance of four trumpets 
and drums, while the East, in direct opposition to the stage direction, 
is consigned to the relative poverty of strings. In one recent recording, 
the addition of “Turkish” percussion instruments (bass drum, triangle, 
and cymbals) to the Saracen march brings out the similarity between 
Handel’s conception of Orientalism and later janissary marches.2 More 
subtly, the two groups are differentiated by key area, with the Pagans in 
 B- f lat major and the Christians in D major. This was not an arbitrary 
distinction: given that the German word “Kreuz” denotes both “cross” 
and “sharp” (the musical symbol for which is a double cross), the har-
monic distinction between sharp and f lat keys had special religious sig-
nificance in Germanic music.3 Throughout his career, Handel tended to 
identify religious adversaries with the f lat side of the tonal spectrum and 
the righteous Christians with the sharp side.4

In Handel’s lifetime, the standard tuning system gave more indi-
viduality to the various keys than now (the rise of equal temperament 

C omm e rc e  and Trade  c ont inu e d

1729
December 2
Handel and the impresario 
Johann Heidegger resume opera 
productions at King’s Theatre

1731
February 2
Handel’s Poro (set in India) 
premieres at King’s Theatre
March 16
Ostend East India Company 
officially abolished as part of the 
Treaty of Vienna with Austria

1732
February 1
Henry Lannoy Hunter in 
imbroglio in Aleppo, leading to 
extensive correspondence on the 
nature of Eastern rulers
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mary copyist, John Christopher Smith. Hunter’s handwriting in his will 
and in these manuscripts bears a striking resemblance to the pedagogic 
examples provided in Weston’s A  Copy- Book and represents a style other-
wise unfamiliar among the broad circle of Handel’s friends.

In addition to practical studies in mathematics, writing, drawing, and 
languages, Weston taught skills that would be essential to a good position 
in society, such as music and dancing. Perhaps Hunter honed his musical 
skills through Weston’s training. It may also have been through Weston 
that Hunter was introduced to the theater in 1721. In that year, “the inge-
nious Mr. Weston of Greenwich, having lately erected a Theatre for the 
Use and Diversion of the young Gentlemen under his Tuition, the Play of 
Tamerlane was last Week performed there, with vast Applause.”12

Since one mission of Weston’s Academy was to “put out [the success-
ful students] as Apprentices to Masters of Ships and Substantial Com-
manders, for better improvements of their talents, and becoming Able 

4.2  Handwriting samples from Thomas Weston, A  Copy- Book Written for the Use of the 
 Young- Gentlemen at the Academy in Greenwich, c. 1726 (National Art Library 86.T.127; 
© Victoria and Albert Museum, London)
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4.3  James Hunter’s will in his own hand (1751, amended 1757), first page (The 
National Archives, Kew, ref. PROB 10/2217)
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like “a necromancer in the midst of his own enchantments” after she, her 
sister, and Anne Donnellan attended the first rehearsal of Alcina at Han-
del’s house in 1735.2 Such musical activities at Brook Street, while of a 
special cast on account of their professional nature, took place within a 
social context of lively  music- making in private settings by accomplished 
amateurs.

We have seen that during Handel’s first years in London he was a man 
in a hurry. By February 6, 1711, some of his music had been performed at 
court in honor of the Queen’s birthday, and Rinaldo, his first opera for the 
London stage, premiered on February 24. Lying behind these headline 
events, however, is a different picture of the composer as a young musi-
cian attending every musical event in London to which he could gain 
entry. The historian John Hawkins wrote that Handel was a regular guest 
at the “weekly concerts at the houses of the duke of Rutland, the earls of 
Burlington and Essex, lord Percival, father of the later earl of Egmont, and 
others of the nobility” and attended concerts at the homes of  well- to- do 
merchants.3 These and other concerts with amateur performers, such as 
occurred at the Angel and Crown Tavern, demanded a ready supply of 
keyboard and chamber music. Unlike operas, oratorios, or ceremonial 

M U S IC  AT  HO M E : Tim el ine

170 4
(Hamburg) Handel 
tutors Cyril Wych, son 
of the British envoy;
Elizabeth Mayne (née 
Batt) begins childhood 
collection of keyboard 
pieces

1707
(Rome) Handel’s trio 
sonata HWV 392 
composed

1710
autumn
Handel arrives in Lon-
don for the first time
December (?)
Handel plays Mary 
Delany’s “little spinnet” 
at the house of her uncle, 
Sir John Stanley

1710 –1714
Handel attends concerts 
at the house of Thomas 
Britton, charcoal dealer
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compositions, this music was not intended for  large- scale, public perfor-
mance, but meant primarily for private (and often amateur) performance 
at home, court, chapel, or tavern. These musical gatherings represent one 
of the principal ways in which Handel’s music reached a wider public.4

Handel wrote most of his chamber music between about 1715 and 
1730 with the English social milieu in view. He published his first col-
lection of keyboard music in 1720 at the end of his first decade in Lon-
don, and his first collection of trio sonatas appeared in 1730, at the end 
of his second. These compositions for one to four players provided the 
opportunity for music lovers and musicians to absorb Handel’s style in 
an intimate setting, and, somewhat like the  four- hand piano adaptations 
of symphonic repertoire in a later century, they frequently were modeled 
on movements from his larger stage works. In an era without any means 
to distribute musical sound by mechanical reproduction, arrangements 
of  large- scale musical works for the home helped to familiarize a pub-
lic with a composer’s style and raise interest in specific pieces. An even 
closer parallel to the later practice are the volumes of published keyboard 
arrangements of operatic arias and overtures. The English firm of John 
Walsh (father and son) printed many such collections. The 3d Book of the 

1716 –1718
(Hamburg) Handel’s 
Brockes Passion per-
formed (?), overture 
used in Op. 3, no. 2;
Handel composes 
anthems for the duke 
of Chandos

1714
Mattheson’s 
 two- volume set of key-
board suites becomes 
available at Meare’s 
music shop, and  
Handel immediately 
plays through it for 
friends at the Queen’s 
Arms Tavern

c .  1714
Handel teaches George 
Monroe, a pageboy of 
the duke of Chandos

1715 –173 4
Elizabeth Legh  
collects  thirty- nine 
volumes of Handel’s 
music in manuscript;
Handel tutors Legh 
in vocal and keyboard 
skills (?)

1710 s–172 0 s
Handel attends the weekly 
concerts at the houses 
of Lord Burlington and 
John Percival (later Lord 
Egmont), William Caslon 
(a typesetter), and Henry 
Needler (an accountant); 
John and Philip Percival 
constantly seeking out 
new music for their 
concerts at London music 
dealers Vaillant, Riboteau, 
and Walsh, and at Roger’s 
in Amsterdam
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Mu sic  at  Hom e c ont inu e d

172 0
November
Handel’s first volume of keyboard 
suites published (Cluer);
The 3d Book of the Lady’s Banquet, 
containing great Variety of the most 
pleasant and airy Lessons for the Harp-
sichord (Walsh) advertised for sale, 
contains movements from Rinaldo 
and the Water Music

1722 –172 3
Handel appointed music 
master to the three older 
daughters of the prince of 
Wales; works closely with 
Princess Anne until her 
marriage in 1734

Lady’s Banquet, containing great Variety of the most pleasant and airy Les-
sons for the Harpsichord (1720) contained movements from Rinaldo and 
the Water Music, and the Six Overtures fitted to the Harpsicord or Spin-
net (1726) are all taken from Handel’s operas. In the late 1730s, Walsh 
became Handel’s dedicated publisher, having conducted business with 
Handel (and sometimes having published Handel’s music without the 
composer’s input) from the time of his arrival in London.5

Private or semipublic musical gatherings that featured performances 
of chamber and keyboard music were popular. Handel apparently found 
his way early on, for example, to the celebrated concerts of Thomas Brit-
ton, a dealer in small coal (charcoal). Britton was a remarkable character. 
While he continued to sell charcoal, crying his wares on the streets of 
London in a blue smock with a sack over his shoulder, he also held regu-
lar concerts that attracted a fashionable audience from 1678 to his death 
in 1714. He kept his store of charcoal on the ground f loor of his house. 
The concerts took place in a long, narrow,  low- ceilinged room above, 
“where a tall man [as Handel was] could but just stand upright.”6 One 
contemporary wrote in his diary in 1712 that these concerts were “the 
best in town, which for many years [Britton] has had weekly for his own 
entertainment, and of the gentry, &c., gratis, to which most foreigners of 
distinction for the fancy of it, occasionally went.”7

Handel, on his arrival in London, would have been one of the for-

1719
February 18
“new concerto” by 
Handel performed in 
Hickford’s Great Room 
(Op. 3, no. 2?)
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172 3
July
Handel moves into the 
house on Brook Street, 
where he lives for the 
rest of his life

1727
January 25
Mary Delany and 
Elizabeth Legh attend 
rehearsal of Handel’s 
opera Admeto at his 
house

1725
John Christopher 
Smith Jr. begins 
music study with 
Handel

172 6
Six Overtures fitted 
to the Harpsicord 
or Spinnet (Walsh) 
published, all from 
Handel’s operas

eigners who fancied attending these concerts. According to Hawkins, 
he didn’t simply attend, but participated as a performer, an image that 
fits well with Handel also having made his presence known through 
performances at public and private gatherings upon his arrival in Italy. 
In addition to providing an opportunity to hear some of the best and 
most professional hands in London and meet some of its most important 
music lovers, Britton’s concerts offered the newly arrived composer an 
intriguing example of British entrepreneurial ability in a man who was 
able to combine a  small- coal business with the presentation of public 
concerts that attracted the gentry and nobility.

Indeed, one can hardly imagine Handel missing Britton’s concerts, 
and many of the regular performers and auditors became his later asso-
ciates. Johann Christoph Pepusch, who came to London from Berlin 
in 1697, was a regular harpsichordist at the concerts and later wrote a 
trio sonata entitled Smallcoal.8 It was here that Pepusch may first have 
met John Hughes, a poet and violinist whom Hawkins attested was one 
of the regular attendees. Hughes provided the texts for Pepusch’s Six 
English Cantatas, published in 1710, and the two later collaborated on 
a number of English masques. Both men also played important roles in 
Handel’s life. After returning to Hanover in the summer of 1711, when 
Handel determined to learn English, it was to Hughes that he applied for 
English text to set to music.9 By 1717, Hughes, Pepusch, and Handel were 
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all actively engaged at the Cannons residence of the duke of Chandos, 
where Hughes contributed to the libretto of Handel’s Acis and Galatea. 
Handel most likely met both Hughes and Pepusch at Britton’s concerts.

In addition to his musical interests, Britton was also a collector of 
books and manuscripts. In 1694 he sold part of his collection, amounting 
to 1,000 items in a wide range of subjects, including, as stated in the sale 
catalogue, books on “divinity, history, physick and chimistry.”10 At his 
death, all of the remaining collection was sold. The auction catalogue of 
his music library, listed in Hawkins’s History, indicates the type of music 
typically played at private and semipublic house concerts.11 Older con-
sort music by such  seventeenth- century English composers as John Jen-
kins, Matthew Locke, and William Lawes was a staple, but more modern 
trio sonatas were played as well. A collected set of instrumental music by 
a single composer, lacking a title or recognizable text, was often identi-
fied by a “work number” or “opus” (abbreviated “Op.”). The printed sets 
of trio sonatas in Britton’s library included Corelli’s Op. 4 (1694) and 
both Antonio Caldara’s Op. 1 (1693) and Op. 2 (1699). Manuscript cop-
ies of music existed side by side with newly published music, but the man-
uscripts were often copied from prints. A manuscript copy in Britton’s 

Mu sic  at  Hom e c ont inu e d

173 0
first collection 
of Handel’s trio 
sonatas, Op. 2, 
published by 
Walsh (revised 
1733)

1731
July
William Hogarth 
paints Anne Donnel-
lan with the Wesley 
family engaged in a 
musical performance

1733
second volume of 
Handel’s keyboard 
suites published by 
Walsh

173 4
April 3
Donnellan hosts a music party 
for her women friends at which 
everyone plays and sings
c. April 8
Delany hosts a music party 
during which Handel plays and 
all the ladies sing
December
first collection of Handel’s 
concertos, Op. 3, advertised for 
sale by Walsh (published earlier 
in the year)
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hand of Corelli’s first set of trio sonatas, Op. 1, survives at the Bodleian 
Library, Oxford, inscribed “used at his Assembly for many years.”12

Corelli and Caldara, whose sonatas were especially admired in 
England, had been active in Rome during Handel’s sojourn there. Corelli 
was concertmaster (lead violinist) for the performance of Handel’s two 
Italian oratorios: Il trionfo del Tempo e del Disinganno (1707) and La res-
urrezione (1708). As the story goes, the two came to loggerheads over 
the overture to Il trionfo, which, being in the French style, demanded “a 
fire and force” to which the Italian was unaccustomed. Handel became 
so “piqued at the tameness” of Corelli’s playing that he snatched the 
instrument out of his hand” and played it himself, but he ultimately sub-
stituted an Italian symphony for the original overture.13 There is no spe-
cific evidence of an interaction between Handel and Caldara, but both 
were in Rome in 1708, and both had major works performed during 
the  Lenten- Easter season. Caldara’s oratorio Il martirio di Santa Cater-
ina was performed under Cardinal Ottoboni’s patronage at the Palazzo 
della Cancelleria, and Handel’s La resurrezione was heard at the Palazzo 
Bonelli under Ruspoli’s patronage. It is likely that the two composers 
attended the performances of each other’s music and became acquainted.

1735
April 11
Delany and Donnel-
lan attend the first 
rehearsal of Handel’s 
Alcina at his house

1739 
February 28
second collection of 
Handel’s trio sonatas, 
Op. 5, published by 
Walsh

1736
January 24
Handel plays and sings through 
the new score of Alexander’s 
Feast at his house for Lord 
Shaftesbury
November
Delany studies the keyboard 
method of Joseph Kelway and is 
given Handel’s suites to learn
December
Donnellan sings Handel’s “Verdi 
prati” from the opera Alcina at a 
house concert in Dublin

1738 
Handel composes 
two keyboard suites 
for Princess Louisa

c .  1738
Handel prepares a 
keyboard version of 
his cantata Crudel 
tiranno amor (for a 
student?)
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Artistic trends in Italy were followed in England as closely as pos-
sible, and we have seen how English aristocrats in Italy gathered not 
just music but also musicians to send back to London. When George 
Berkeley, the philosopher and later bishop of Cloyne in the protestant 
Church of Ireland, visited Rome in 1717, he made a point of writing John 
Percival (later the first earl of Egmont) in London about the musical per-
formances he heard. He knew well that Percival would be interested— 
even though he himself was not— and wrote about the patronage circle 
of which Handel had been a part:

I would say that I am a Judge of painting tho not of Musick. 
Cardinal Ottoboni has left off his entertainments, and Prince 
Ruspoli is the man who now gives musick every week to 
Strangers, where I am sure to fall a Sleep as constantly as I go.14

Handel’s personal knowledge of such popular Italian composers as 
Corelli and Caldara would have been of great interest to all those attend-
ing any of the private music gatherings in England.

If one puzzles over how Handel might have recounted Italian anec-
dotes during his first year in London, before he had taken up the study 
of English, the realization is that, as in Italy, he would have spoken in 
French. Indeed, French would have retained its utility to him for years, 

Mu sic  at  Hom e c ont inu e d

1751
November
Delany and 
Donnellan play 
and sing through 
Handel’s Theo-
dora (1751)

1753
November
Sir Charles Grandison by Sam-
uel Richardson published; 
Richardson, having consulted 
with Delany and Donnellan 
for scenes of “upper life,” has 
his heroine sing an aria from 
Handel’s Alexander’s Feast at 
Grandison’s house 

1755 –1756
Handel, totally blind, 
still visiting Donnel-
lan and playing her 
harpsichord

1759
April 14
Handel dies; 
still listed as 
music master 
to Princess 
Amelia
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A year later, Delany described another musical moment with the Wes-
leys in Dublin when after dinner at a relative’s house, the company “all 
adjourned to Mr. Wesley’s, where I was placed at the harpsichord, and 
after jangling a little, Mr. Wesley took his fiddle and played to his daugh-
ters’ dancing . . . We parted at half an hour after one [in the morning].”55

In addition to her singing, Donnellan, like most women of her class, 
would have had keyboard skills. In her will, she bequeathed her harpsi-
chord to Miss Elizabeth Crosbie, the daughter of a cousin. Delany left 
her harpsichord and her own “written Musick Books” to her  great- niece 
and godchild, Georgina Mary Ann Port. Among Handel’s other friends, 
James Hunter not only had a  double- keyed harpsichord made by Burkat 
Shudi, to whom he bequeathed it, but also, according to the auction of 
his belongings after his death, a fine violin and “sundry Sorts of Flutes,” 
which he left to John Walsh.56 Even the artist Goupy owned “Four Flutes 

5.3  Elizabeth Batt keyboard book, 1704 (© The British Library Board [Add. MS. 
52363])
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sing for the Nobility in 1734. Nicola Porpora, an important Italian com-
poser, arrived in 1733, and his most famous singing student, the great 
castrato Farinelli, in 1734. A city that had had difficulty supporting one 
opera company was unlikely to be able to support two, especially as the 
rival companies largely split the aristocratic patronage. When Handel’s 
 five- year tenure at the King’s Theatre ended in July 1734, the Opera of the 
Nobility took over the lease and with it the annual £1,000 subsidy from 
the king that was tied to that venue. Forced to make other arrangements, 
Handel negotiated with the impresario John Rich for the use of the the-
ater in Covent Garden, and in the autumn of 1734 began to produce his 
operas there in direct competition with the Opera of the Nobility.

During this critical period, Princess Anne had actively supported 
Handel, but her marriage in March 1734, to Willem IV (or, more com-
monly William), Prince of  Orange- Nassau, would leave him without one 
of his greatest allies.2 When she departed London for the Netherlands, 
John, Lord Hervey  (vice- chamberlain and lord privy seal of the court of 
George II), reported (using third person) that “she had Handel and his 
operas so much at heart that even in these distressful moments she spoke 
as much upon his chapter as any other, and begged Lord Hervey to assist 
him with the utmost attention.”3

Anne’s wedding was politically important not only because it marked 
the marriage of the Princess Royal but also because the nuptials were the 
first in England of any Hanoverian heir. Preparations for the ceremony 

M A R R I AG E , W E A LT H , A N D  S O C I A L  S TAT U S : Tim el ine

1707
(Rome) Cardinal Pamphilj 
expresses his admiration for 
Handel and his music in two 
texts set by the composer: the 
oratorio Il trionfo del Tempo e 
del Disinganno and the cantata 
Hendel, non può mia musa, 
which compares Handel to 
Orpheus

1709 –1710
(Venice) the relationship 
of Handel with the singer 
Vittoria Tarquini reported 
by the dowager duchess 
of Hanover and, later, 
recorded (obliquely) by 
the biographer Mainwar-
ing in terms of Handel’s 
cantata Apollo e Dafne

1715
May 25
Handel’s opera 
Amadigi premieres, 
featuring “Pena 
tiranna,” a lover’s 
lament, a favorite 
aria of George III 

1718
February 17
Mary Delany (née  
Granville, age 
seventeen) forced 
to marry Alexander 
Pendarves
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were extensive and elaborate, and the London papers reported that the 
composer to the Chapel Royal, Maurice Greene, had been commissioned 
to write an anthem for the occasion. Shortly after the text of his anthem 
was published, however, Greene was suddenly, and without explanation, 
replaced by Handel, who did not hold an official position at court as com-
poser (his annual income of £600 from the Royal Treasury resulted in 
equal measure from the pension granted him by Queen Anne that was 
continued by George I, his appointment as music tutor to the young prin-
cesses, and a largely honorific court title). One can only suppose that 
Anne demanded the change. Handel also wrote a celebratory work in 
honor of the marriage, the serenata Parnasso in festa, which told of the fes-
tive gathering of the gods of Parnassus to celebrate the wedding of Peleus 
and Thetis. Both compositions drew heavily on music from Handel’s 
oratorio Athalia, which had been performed in Oxford in the summer of 
1733 but not yet heard in London. The reuse of music from the oratorio 
may have been in part to satisfy Anne’s desire to hear it before her depar-
ture. A performance of the oratorio itself would not have been possible: 
Handel’s Italian opera singers in London were not capable of managing 
the English text, and the story of Athalia, a usurping female tyrant, would 
have been highly inappropriate in the season of a Hanoverian wedding.4

The biblical texts of Handel’s anthem “This is the day which the Lord 
hath made,” differ from those Greene had, or would have, set, and inas-
much as the selections are unusual, Handel may have played a significant 

1722
August 16
marriage of Elizabeth 
(née Batt) and John 
Mayne

1721
December 9
Handel’s opera 
Floridante premieres, 
featuring “Ah, mia 
cara,” a favorite duet 
of Elizabeth Legh

172 0
April 24
Handel’s opera 
Radamisto premieres, 
featuring “Ombra 
cara,” a husband’s 
lament

1725
February 13
Handel’s opera 
Rodelinda premieres, 
featuring “Dove sei,” a 
husband’s lament
March 8
death of Delany’s first 
husband, Alexander 
Pendarves
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role in their choice. Whereas Greene had stuck with the conventional 
“Queen’s psalm” (“My heart overflows with a goodly theme,” Psalm 45), 
Handel, for what was apparently the first time in a royal wedding anthem, 
struck out into the “wisdom books” of Proverbs and Ecclesiastes.5 Per-
haps the newly chosen text represented something of Handel’s personal 
regard for the woman he referred to as “the f lower of princesses”: “A good 
Wife is a good Portion . . . Strength and Honour are her Clothing . . . She 
opens her mouth with Wisdom, and in her Tongue is the Law of Kindness 
. . . Many Daughters have done virtuously, but thou excellest them all.”

The serenata Parnasso in festa may, in contrast, have carried a more 
political message. In the text Handel set, the gods of Parnassus turn out 
to celebrate the wedding of Peleus and Thetis, but a look at the backstory 
reveals that the  sea- goddess Thetis had only assented to marriage with 
the human Peleus after he had been taught how to subdue her by the 
 sea- god Proteus. If this story was chosen specifically to ref lect the mar-
riage of Princess Anne to Prince Willem, then the libretto certainly had 
a Hanoverian slant. Anne’s grandfather, George I, had first hoped for 
a marriage between Anne and her cousin Frederick, Prince of Prussia, 
later Frederick the Great, a match that would have enhanced the power 
and wealth of the family, but this plan did not succeed. After further 
efforts to negotiate a suitable marriage for her repeatedly failed, she is 

M ar r iage ,  We alth ,  and Soc ial  Stat u s  c ont inu e d

1728
Anne Donnellan, who 
never marries, refuses 
the proposal of marriage 
from George Berkeley, 
later Bishop of Cloyne
June 1
closing of the Royal 
Academy of Music
December 17
clandestine marriage of 
Catherine and James 
Hunter (age seventeen)

1729
December 2
Handel and 
Heidegger 
resume opera 
production at the 
King’s Theatre 
with the premiere 
of Handel’s 
Lotario

1731
December 6
marriage of 
Handel’s niece 
Johanna Friderica 
to Johann Ernst 
Floercke; Handel 
sends expensive 
wedding gifts

172 6
March 12
Handel’s opera Scipione 
premieres, featuring 
Berenice’s “Scoglio d’im-
mota fronte,” a woman’s 
defiance
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reported to have said when informed of the impending match with the 
prince of Orange, a hunchback who brought neither wealth nor power 
to the alliance, that she would marry the prospective groom “if it was a 
baboon.” Her father, George II, responded, “Well, then, there is baboon 
enough for you.”6 When her fiancé arrived in London in November of 
1733, Anne did not bother to meet him. Rather, she remained “in her 
own apartment at her harpsichord with some of the opera people.”7 The 
choice of subject for the serenata may have suggested this indifference 
on Anne’s part and stressed that it was only with special dispensation 
from George II (the  sea- god Proteus) that the lesser House of Orange 
(the mortal Peleus) was able to wed with the mighty House of Hanover 
(the goddess Thetis).

Parnasso in festa premiered on March 13, 1734, and Anne and Willem 
were married the next day in the chapel at St. James’s Palace, at which 
service Handel’s anthem “This is the day which the Lord hath made” was 
performed. The serenata was heard three more times, after which, on 
April 22, Anne left London to reside in the Netherlands. As a composition 
tailored to a specific occasion, Parnasso in festa would not have been fre-
quently performed, and after the premiere of Athalia in London, in 1735, 
there would have been even less reason to hear it, but it seemed to have a 
special cachet at court and perhaps with Handel himself. It was revived 

1735
April 16
Handel’s opera 
Alcina premieres, fea-
turing “Verdi prati,” a 
favorite aria of Anne 
Donnellan

1733
January 27
Handel’s opera Orlando premieres at 
King’s Theatre
July 10
Handel’s oratorio Athalia premieres 
in Oxford
December 29
opening of the Opera of the Nobility 
in competition with Handel

173 4
March 13
Handel’s wedding serenata Parnasso in 
festa premieres
March 14
marriage of Princess Anne; perfor-
mance of Handel’s wedding anthem 
“This is the day”
July
Opera of the Nobility takes over the 
King’s Theatre and Heidegger joins 
with them; Handel moves to Covent 
Garden in collaboration with the 
impresario John Rich
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for two performances in 1737, for a single performance in 1740, and once 
more on Anne’s seventh wedding anniversary on March 14, 1741.

The years after Anne’s departure were difficult for Handel. The Opera 
of the Nobility continued its direct competition with him until 1737, and 
although he triumphed, he suffered physically and financially. His phys-
ical collapse in the spring of 1737, described in the papers as a “paralyt-
ick disorder,” resulted in his traveling to  Aix- la- Chapelle for treatment. 
Meanwhile his cash reserves dwindled to nothing. At the end of the 
opera season in 1732, Handel had deposited £2,400 into a cash account 
at the Bank of England. Over the  six- year existence of this account, there 
were no further deposits, despite Handel’s composition of such masterly 
operas as Ariodante (1734) and Alcina (1735), the publication of his Op. 
3 concertos (1734), and the composition of both an anthem (“Sing unto 
God”) and an opera (Atalanta) for the wedding of Frederick, Prince of 
Wales, in 1736. Yet Handel does not seem to have considered himself in 
desperate straits. During these years, even though he wasn’t able to set 
aside any money at all, the £600 he continued to receive annually from 
the Royal Treasury kept him af loat personally and professionally.8

Handel’s financial situation, which was dependent on how much of 
his income he needed to allocate for professional expenses to further his 
career, concerned only his own way of life. He never married. Unlike Prin-

M ar r iage ,  We alth ,  and Soc ial  Stat u s  c ont inu e d

1737
May 14
Handel is reported to have suffered a 
“paralytick disorder”
June 14
closing of the Opera of the Nobility
June 25
end of Handel’s season at Covent 
Garden
October 29
reorganized opera company opens 
at the King’s Theatre with Handel as 
composer

174 0
May 8
marriage of Princess Mary in 
London by proxy; Handel’s anthem 
draws on selected movements from 
the anthems he had written for the 
Prince of Wales and for Princess 
Anne
November 22
Handel’s opera Imeneo premieres 
(perhaps at one point to have been 
associated with the wedding of 
Princess Mary)

1736
April 27
marriage of Freder-
ick, Prince of Wales; 
performance of Handel’s 
wedding anthem “Sing 
unto God”
May 12
Handel’s wedding opera 
Atalanta premieres
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cess Anne and Prince Frederick— and more generally, the children of most 
aristocratic families— he was not required to wed, nor does it seem he 
wanted to. He was, however, a handsome young man and in his early years 
apparently attracted admirers of both sexes. Cardinal Benedetto Pam-
philj referred to Handel’s allure in his libretto for Il trionfo del Tempo e del 
Disinganno (1707), when he described the composer as “a graceful youth 
who awakens sweet delight with enticing tones” and placed him (and his 
music) in Pleasure’s palace among the earthly temptations that must be 
renounced. In the cantata text Hendel, non può mia musa, the cardinal went 
so far as to suggest that his own sexual desire had been awakened by the 
composer, whom he described as a greater musician than Orpheus.9 Han-
del also attracted the prima donna Vittoria Tarquini, a married woman 
who was also the mistress of Prince Ferdinando de’ Medici of Tuscany. 
Given the prince’s importance as a patron, a liaison between Handel and 
Vittoria probably would have been damaging to both of their careers, but 
Mainwaring claimed that Tarquini was willing to ignore the risk: the 
singer was “so little sensible . . . of her exalted situation, that she conceived 
a design of transferring her affections” to Handel, since to her “handel 
seemed almost as great and majestic as apollo, and it was far from the 
lady’s intention to be so cruel and obstinate as daphne.”10 Writing in 
1799, when the sanctification of Handel was already in full f lower, Wil-

1743
June 9
marriage of Mary 
and Patrick Delany

1741
January 10
Deidamia premieres, Handel’s  
last Italian opera
February 10
final performance of Deidamia; 
last performance of an Italian 
opera produced by Handel

1747
February 23
marriage of Elizabeth and 
Ralph Palmer
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6.2  Delany’s account at Goslings Bank from December 27, 1766, to June 20, 1768 
(courtesy Barclays Group Archives, Manchester: ACC 130/39, p. 208)

Settlement, of £2,100 per anum.”37 Handel, although he aspired to and 
achieved a level of gentility, never approached the social rank of John 
Percival, Lord Egmont, but in 1737, he would not even have come close 
to Vanderlint’s minimum of £500 per annum for a marriageable gentle-
man. At this time he had sold off all of his  long- term investments, and the 
expendable cash in his account at the Bank of England had fallen to £200. 
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care to “Strictly Charge and Command my said Daughter not to marry 
without the Advice and Consent of her Mother and of such of my said 
Executors and Trustees as shall be then living.”51 In July, less than a 
month after his father’s death, George Peacock, then only nineteen years 
old, slipped off and married one Mary Deblois at Fleet Prison.52 His dis-
appearance forced the executors of his father’s will to pay out of the estate 
for “Advertisements in Several News Papers & Coach hire & Expenses 
at Several Taverns & other Places Searching after the Defendant George 
Peacock when he absented himself from home.”53 In November of the 
same year, this “prof ligate” son, as Lord Verney describes him, con-
tested his father’s will in Chancery, claiming the whole estate on var-
ious grounds and denying the restriction on the estate to pay £50 per 
year to his mother.54 In March 1738, a daughter of George Peacock was 
christened in the parish of St. John, Hackney. In February 1740 George 
Peacock himself died having “attained his age of one and Twenty Years 
but not having attained his Age of five and Twenty Years.” Therefore, the 
full family inheritance passed to his sister, Elizabeth.55

6.4   Verney- Palmer- Peacock family chart

Ve r ne y Palmer Peacock

Sir Ralph Verney
(1613–1696)

John Verney
(1640–1717)

Ralph
1st Earl Verney
(1683–1752)

Ralph
2nd Earl Verney

(1714–1791)

Ralph Palmer
(1636–1716)

Elizabeth
née Palmer

(1664–1686)

 m Ralph
(1678–1746)

Richard Peacock              Elizabeth
    (d. 1737)

 m

Hamey
(d.1771)

Ralph
(1712–1755)

Elizabeth Palmer
née Peacock

(1722–after1764)

 m George
(1719–1740)

Elizabeth 
(b. 1738)
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[the bride’s] inheritance in default of issue,” as Ralph Palmer’s father had 
written to the first earl Verney at the time of his marriage, and the legal 
maneuverings to deny an inheritance to Elizabeth Palmer immediately 
following the wedding may have been for the purpose of achieving this 
end in lieu of a prenuptial contract.65 Since Ralph Palmer died without 
issue, all of Peacock’s wealth may have devolved directly to Ralph Palm-
er’s brother and obliquely to the Verneys. Elizabeth Palmer’s widow 
accounts at the Bank of England, continuing only until 1764 with no 
indication of her death, show that Hamey Palmer held power of attorney 
over all her transactions; Image 6.5 shows the only transfer form signed 
by her rather than by her  brother- in- law.

Mary Delany, Anne Dewes (née Granville), Anne Donnellan, and 
Elizabeth Montagu (née Robinson) frequently wrote in their corre-
spondence of what they saw as an inappropriate yoking of marriage 
to the financial gain of the husband. In one long letter, Delany wrote 
approvingly of a man who married for love, allowing his wife to pass on 
her marriage portion (dowry) to her youngest sister, and then rebuked 

6.5  Transfer form ( June 30, 1761) signed by Elizabeth Palmer (courtesy of The Bank 
of England; AC28/781, transfer #6570, p. 253)
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of English opera. In March 1732, his compatriot John Frederick (Johann 
Friedrich) Lampe and the English composer Thomas Arne began produc-
ing operas in English at the Little Theatre in the Haymarket. In Decem-
ber 1732, Aaron Hill, the man who had prepared the libretto of Rinaldo, 
solicited Handel’s interest in this endeavor, begging him “to deliver us 
from our Italian bondage; and demonstrate, that English is soft enough for 
Opera.”2 But even this plea from Hill was not enough to dislodge Handel 
from his chosen path. While engaged in a direct struggle for supremacy in 
the field of Italian opera with the Opera of the Nobility, he appears to have 
had no interest in what was considered the lesser form of English opera. It 
was only years later, after he had successfully established English oratorio 
in London, that he turned to secular drama in English (but unstaged, in 
the manner of his oratorios) with the composition of Semele (1744) and 
Hercules (1745). In the first years of the 1730s, however, English oratorio 
did not exist as a fixed form, and it was Princess Anne, apparently, who 
gave Handel some of his earliest encouragement in the direction of pro-
ducing oratorio in the public theaters. According to Charles Burney, it 

A M B I T ION , L AW, A N D  F R I E N D S H I P: Tim el ine

1732
February 23
Handel’s Esther performed privately at the 
Crown and Anchor Tavern
March 13
John Frederick Lampe and Thomas Arne begin 
producing operas in English at the Little The-
ater in the Haymarket
May 2
Handel introduces Esther at the King’s Theatre 
(first London theater oratorio performance) 
May 17
Lampe/Arne produce Handel’s Acis and Galatea
June 10
Handel introduces Acis and Galatea at the 
King’s Theatre
June 22
Handel sells off all of his South Sea annuities 
(£2,400) and opens a cash account

1733
June
Opera of the Nobility organized to rival Handel’s 
company 
autumn
Joseph Goupy named drawing master to the 
prince of Wales; moves his lodgings from the 
house of Dorothy Chaveney to the apothecary 
John Gowland
November 9
James Hunter sued by the Bank of England for 
defaulting on a bill of exchange
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was she who in 1732 wanted to see Handel’s Esther, written twelve years 
earlier for the duke of Chandos and performed privately at Cannons, fully 
acted on the London stage, but the bishop of London forbade the pro-
posed use of the children of the Chapel Royal in the opera house.3

Because of the strong sense of impropriety attached to the public per-
formance of biblical drama, Handel seems initially to have connected his 
public oratorio performances with such ceremonial compositions as the 
Coronation Anthems and the Birthday Ode for Queen Anne. He bor-
rowed movements unchanged from both of these works in his revision (and 
expansion) of Esther (1732) and also in Deborah (1733), which followed 
directly on Esther’s success. John Percival wrote of the latter, “It was very 
magnificent, near a hundred performers.”4 Perhaps Handel thought that 
for the privilege of hearing such courtly magnificence he could double the 
prices of tickets for the opening night, but he suffered as a result, being com-
pared in the press to Sir Robert Walpole, First Lord of the Treasury, who 
was trying to introduce a highly unpopular new excise tax at the same time. 
According to Lady Irwin it was again Princess Anne who thought the work 

173 4
July
Opera of the Nobility takes 
over the King’s Theatre and 
Heidegger joins with them; 
Handel moves to Covent Gar-
den in collaboration with the 
impresario John Rich
December
Opera of the Nobility performs 
Handel’s Ottone at the King’s 
Theatre

1737
June 20
Goupy’s patron John 
Hedges dies without making 
any financial provision for 
him 

1736
Goupy appointed cabinet 
(private) painter to the 
prince of Wales
January
Goupy moves to house on 
Savile Row
October 3
James Hunter sues for his 
proceeds from the ship 
Neptune
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“had merit enough to deserve a guinea” (21s.) and who encouraged Handel 
to double the ticket price (from 10s. 6d.) for the premiere. Lady Irwin was 
not wholly convinced: “’tis excessive noisy, a vast number of instruments 
and voices, who all perform at a time, and is in music what I fancy [to be 
the sound of] a French ordinary [public house or tavern] in conversation.”5

Handel followed Deborah with Athalia (1733), its libretto, like that of 
Esther, adapted from Jean Racine. Composed for the Publick Act (grad-
uation ceremony) in Oxford, it was generally well received by the huge 
audience gathered, but not everyone approved. The published account 
of the “Oxford Act” reported complaints from those who believed that 
the Sheldonian Theatre had been “erected for  other- guise Purposes, 
than to be prostituted to a Company of squeeking, bawling,  out- landish 
Singsters, let the Agreement be what it would.”6 As we saw in Chapter 6, 
Handel reused a good deal of Athalia in his wedding anthem and sere-

A mbit ion ,  L aw,  and Fr ie nd ship  c ont inu e d

1739
January
Goupy sues the estate of Hedges in Com-
mon Law “in this present Hillary Term” 
January 16
Handel’s Saul premieres at the King’s 
Theatre
February 1
Hedges’s brother and heir countersues 
Goupy in Chancery
March 28
Handel withdraws his last £50 from the 
Bank of England; he holds no accounts 
for the next four years 
April 4
Handel’s Israel in Egypt premieres at the 
King’s Theatre

1739 –174 4
Handel strongly opposed by 
Margaret Cecil, Lady Brown, 
and other “fine Italian ladeys”;
Handel supported by Elizabeth 
Mayne “at the time of his perse-
cution”

174 0
July 15
Hedges v. Goupy case in 
Chancery settled out of 
court
by July 19
Handel and Goupy set off 
together for Germany 
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nata for Princess Anne, giving her the opportunity to hear much of the 
music, if not the oratorio itself, before she left Britain with her husband.

Perhaps, then, it was Anne’s departure that caused Handel temporar-
ily to abandon biblical oratorios in English after 1733. Only with the new 
impetus of a libretto prepared by Charles Jennens did he resume their 
composition, producing Saul in January 1739. At the end of that year, fol-
lowing the earlier failure of both the Opera of the Nobility and the English 
opera company, Lord Middlesex took his first steps toward setting up yet 
another new Italian opera company in the Little Theatre at the Haymar-
ket. Even though Handel wrote two more operas, he kept himself separate 
from this undertaking. By February 1741 he was done with opera. In the 
meantime, Jennens had prepared, as he called it, “another scripture col-
lection” for Handel (which phrase identifies his first such “collection” as 
Israel in Egypt). As he wrote to a friend on July 10, 1741 (see Image 9.2):

1743
February 18
Handel’s Samson premieres at Covent Garden
March 23
first London performance of Messiah at Covent Garden
May 2
Handel opens a new account in South Sea annuities  
with a purchase of £1,500 of stock, his first account 
 at the Bank of England after four years 
June 9
marriage of Mary and Patrick Delany,  disapproved- of 
 by her family
July 28
John Christopher Smith writes of attempts by the 
 prince of Wales and others to persuade Handel  
to compose an opera for the Middlesex company  
and of his plan to enlist Joseph Goupy to help
by autumn
Handel refuses to write a new opera for Middlesex
November 15
Middlesex company performs Handel’s Alessandro  
under the name Rossane

1741
July 9
James Hunter and his partner declared bank-
rupt; around this time Hunter appears as a 
copyist in Handel’s scriptorium (previously 
identified as “S7”)
summer
Handel socializes (with Goupy?) at the house 
of Henry Furnese
autumn 1741– 
autumn 1742 
Handel travels to Dublin; Messiah premieres in 
Dublin, April 13, 1742
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I hope he will lay out his whole Genius & Skill upon it, that the 
Composition may excell all his former Compositions, as the 
Subject excells every other Subject. The Subject is Messiah.7

Jennens anticipated that Messiah would be performed the following sea-
son in London, but he was to be disappointed.

In October 1741, Handel left for Dublin, and Messiah was premiered 
there. Some thought he had left London for good. In a letter to the Lon-
don Daily Post at the end of Handel’s season the previous April, one 
“J.B.” pleaded with those “Gentlemen who have taken Offence at any 
Part of this great Man’s Conduct . . . to take him back into Favour, and 
relieve him from the cruel Persecution of those little vermin, who, tak-
ing advantage of their Displeasure, pull down his [play-] Bills as fast as 
he has them pasted up; and use a thousand other little Arts to injure and 
distress him.” Doing anything less, he wrote, would be “an unpardon-
able Ingratitude . . . as this Oratorio of Wednesday next is his last for this 
Season, and if Report be true, probably his last for ever in this Country.”8

It seems, however, that Handel was once again, as he had been when 

A mbit ion ,  L aw,  and Fr ie nd ship  c ont inu e d

174 4
February 10
Handel’s Semele premieres at Covent Garden
December
death of Sir John Stanley; Mary Delany receives a 
token bequest in his will 

1745
January 5
Handel’s Hercules premieres at the King’s Theatre
January 10
James Hunter, still in bankruptcy, buys a dye works 
in Old Ford
January 17
Handel writes in the Daily Advertiser that he is  
forced to cut short his season 
January 25
Handel writes in the Daily Advertiser that the gener-
osity of his subscribers will permit him to continue 
with a reduced season
March 27
Handel’s Belshazzar premieres at the King’s Theatre

c .  1745
Goupy paints his caricature of Handel as a hog
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he first visited London from Hanover in 1710–1711, on a short leash. 
Writing to Jennens in December 1741 of the success he had already 
achieved in Dublin, he commented that the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland 
“will easily obtain a longer Permission for me by His Majesty” in order 
for him to mount a second series of performances. Clearly his annual 
pension of £600 from the Royal Treasury came with some strings, some-
thing that may also explain his diligence in continuing to write opera for 
the full  twenty- one years of the royal patent for the Royal Academy of 
Music. Freed of the latter obligation, he wrote further to Jennens that he 
had no need of information about operas in London, as news of them in 
Dublin “furnishes great Diversion and laughter,” adding that he himself 
had heard the first opera presented by Lord Middlesex’s company before 
leaving and that “it made me very merry all along my journey.”9

Handel returned to London in the autumn of 1742 and set about 
preparing a season of  English- language works. The announcement in 
March 1743 of a performance of Messiah raised a controversy about set-
ting the name of the Lord to music and having sacred text sung in a play-
house by a “Set of People very unfit to perform so solemn a Service.”10 Not 

TENISON V. DEL A NY

174 4
June 13
Patrick Delany 
sued by Thomas 
Tenison, brother of 
his first wife

1749
January 20
Tenison family 
sues Patrick 
Delany for spolia-
tion of documents

174 6
June 2
Tenison v. Delany 
resolved 

1758
March 6
judgment given in 
Tenison v. Delany 
on appeal in the 
House of Lords

1788
April 15
death of Mary 
Delany; Tenison v. 
Delany unresolved
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long afterward, Handel had a relapse of the paralytic disorder he had 
first experienced in 1737. Despite extraordinary pressure placed on him 
at the same time to compose an opera for Middlesex’s company, Handel 
refused absolutely. He then proceeded to compose Semele (1744), which, 
except that it was presented without staging like an oratorio, was an 
 English- language opera, and managed thereby to enrage all the Italian 
opera people that he would compose an operatic work in English for his 
own concert series but not a work for them. After the production of a 
second “English opera,” Hercules early in 1745, opposition to his perfor-
mances forced Handel to announce the abandonment of his season in 
a letter to the public printed in the Daily Advertiser (January 17, 1745):

Having for a Series of Years received the greatest Obligations 
from the Nobility and Gentry of this Nation, I have always 
retained a deep Impression of their Goodness. As I perceived, 
that joining good Sense and significant Words to Musick, was 
the best Method of recommending this to an English Audience; I 
have directed my Studies that way, and endeavour’d to shew, that 
the English Language, which is so expressive of the sublimest 
Sentiments is the best adapted of any to the full and solemn 
Kind of Musick. I have the Mortification now to find, that my 
Labours to please are become ineffectual, when my Expences 
are considerably greater. To what Cause I must impute the loss 
of the publick Favour I am ignorant, but the Loss itself I shall 
always lament. In the mean time, I am assur’d that a Nation, 
whose Characteristick is Good Nature, would be affected with 

A mbit ion ,  L aw,  and Fr ie nd ship  c ont inu e d

1749
February 10
Handel’s Susanna premieres at Covent Garden
March 17
Handel’s Solomon premieres at Covent Garden

1752
December
Mary Delany receives nothing in 
the will of her uncle Sir Anthony 
Westcombe 
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5[s.] in the £ as p[er] Book . . . £1017 1[s.] 5[d.]”—indicating that Hunt-
er’s outstanding debt to him amounted to £4,068 5s. 8d.25

Although Hunter never absolved his debts completely— all his pos-
sessions were auctioned after his death in 1757 and a final dividend 
paid to his creditors in 1761—he was able, following the initial adju-
dication of the bankruptcy, to purchase a dye house in Old Ford on 
the banks of the River Lea and to make his living selling dyed cloth to 
the East India Company for export. The deed was signed January 10, 
1745.26 One should not, however, think of Hunter as impoverished and 
 single- handedly dying yards of cloth on the outskirts of London. Rather, 
as is clear from the  fire- insurance records of the  Hand- in- Hand Fire and 
Life Insurance Society, the purchase of the dye house was the purchase 
of a business. The London insurance companies, established after the 
London Fire of 1666, which had left Hunter’s  great- grandfather with 
severe financial losses, f lourished in the late seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries. These records show that Hunter’s “dye house” was a collec-
tion of buildings, including: a brick residence of ten rooms with wain-
scoting, one marble fireplace, and five stone fireplaces; two separate dye 
houses; a mill house and stable; separate rooms for servants; a ripping 
room; a still house and cart house; barn, coach house, and stables.27

For both Handel and Hunter, the years leading up to 1745 were 

7.2  James Hunter’s policy (1745, renewed 1752) with the  Hand- in- Hand Fire and 
Life Insurance Society (London Metropolitan Archives, London: CLC/B/055/MS 
08678/067, #33314, p. 286)
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but thank God I am still in health, tho’ not bettered by years, and 
however the vigour of life may be over, and with that the vigour 
of vanity, and the flutter of passion, I find myself not less fitted for 
all that is solid happiness in the wedded state—the tenderness of 
affection, and the faith of friendship.63

Because their marriage brought Mary Delany little if anything in 
terms of wealth or status, her brother vehemently opposed the union, and 
Mary Delany, like Anne Donnellan, was largely excluded from the wills 
of her close relatives. Despite having been her surrogate father, her uncle 
John Stanley, who died in December 1744, left Delany the same £100 he 
gave to her sister, with whom he was not close, and bequeathed his estate 
to her brother. Delany’s sister, Anne, was so stunned that she queried the 
£100 gift to her, and she seems as well to have questioned the appropri-
ateness of their brother receiving the whole estate. As she was wont to 

7.4  Signature and seal of Elizabeth Mayne on an indenture (1736) granting farmland 
in Teffont Evias to a tenant (courtesy private collection)
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7.5  Granville family chart (major inheritances shown with diagonal lines)

Mary
 

Bernard
(d. 1723)

Sir Bevil Granville
d. 1643 fighting for

Charles I

Hon. Bernard
(1631–1701)

John  
1st Earl of Bath
(1628–1701)

Sir Martin Westcombe

Anne
(d. 1730)

Charles  
2nd Earl

(1661–1701)

William Henry  
3rd Earl

(1692–1711)

Mary
(d. 1747)

Anthony
(d. 1752)

Sir John Stanley
(d. 1744)

mSir Bevil
(1665–1706)

George 
Lord Lansdowne

(1666–1735)

4 daughterss.p.

s.p.

Bernard
(d. 1775)

Bevill
(d. 1736)

Court
(1742–1793)

Bernard
(1743–1822)

Court
(1779–1848)

granville

Anne
(1707–1761)

 

John
(1744–1786)

granville 

John Dewes
(d. 1780)

 

Georgina
(1771–1850)

Augusta Hall
Lady Llanover

John Port 

m

G ranville

m

 Mary   
(1700–1788)

m. (1) Alexander 
Pendarves
(2) Patrick 

Delany

            m

s.p. = sine prole (without offspring)
 arrows indicate inheritance
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borrow’d entirely from Mr. Handel’s favourite Operas: and so 
may (probably) be justly styl’d the most exquisite Composition 
of Harmony, ever offer’d to the Publick. . . . Mr. Handel is 
acknowledged (universally) so great a Master of the Lyre; 
that nothing urg’d in Favour of his Capital Performances, can 
reasonably be considered as a Puff.1

A month later, on December 5, a new announcement offered an oppor-
tunity to those who had already attended the production to hear yet 
more and different music by Handel:

Several Airs in the Opera of Lucius Verus, now performing at the 
King’s Theatre in the Haymarket will be chang’d for others; all 
compos’d by Mr. Handel.2

Throughout his career, Handel’s greatest competition frequently 
came from his own music in the hands of others. The case of the Mid-
dlesex opera company was only the most recent example. In 1734, the 

M A K I N G  A N D  C OL L E C T I N G : Tim el ine

172 0
June 14
Handel receives a royal 
patent for the publication 
of his music for the term of 
fourteen years

1736
February 19
Handel’s Alexander’s Feast, 
or the Power of Music pre-
mieres at Covent Garden

1735 –1750
Charles Jennens, James Hunter, 
Lord Shaftesbury, and Bernard 
Granville acquire the core of 
their major manuscript collec-
tions of Handel’s music; James 
Harris given Elizabeth Legh’s 
collection in 1741 
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Opera of the Nobility had produced Handel’s Ottone, and in 1732 the 
English opera company under the direction of Thomas Arne had per-
formed Handel’s Acis and Galatea. Handel’s music also populated ballad 
opera, taking its place alongside traditional English song and recontex-
tualized into new dramatic settings with English words.3 Even The Beg-
gar’s Opera (1728), the first ballad opera, and the first operatic work in 
English to offer serious competition to Italian opera in London, used the 
famous march of the Christian army in Rinaldo for the chorus of high-
waymen setting out on their nightly rounds, “Let us take the road.”

In 1738, Jonathan Tyers placed a  life- size statue of Handel in Vauxhall 
Gardens, the most important of the pleasure gardens in London, which, 
in the evenings from May to August, offered performances of music, 
displays of visual art, refreshments, and socializing in  purpose- built 
structures (often with exotic themes), as well as attractive walkways and 
hidden arbors. Supper was served at nine o’clock, at which hour thou-
sands of glass lamps were illuminated in the trees, creating a fantastical 
atmosphere. As the gardens were open to all who could pay the entrance 
fee of one shilling, they were host to an easy mixture of classes. Extremely 

1737
March 23
Handel’s Il trionfo del Tempo 
e della Verità premieres at 
Covent Garden (a revision of 
Il trionfo del Tempo e del Disin-
ganno from Rome, 1707)

1738
March 8
full score of Alexander’s Feast 
published by Walsh (with an 
engraved frontispiece of Handel 
by Jacobus Houbraken); Walsh 
pays Handel £105
April
Roubiliac’s statue of Handel 
placed in Vauxhall Gardens; 
miniature painting of Handel 
by George Andreas Wolfgang 
(Royal Collection)
October 4
first set of organ concertos pub-
lished as Op. 4 by Walsh

1739
October 31
George II grants Handel a royal 
patent for a second  fourteen- year 
term in the wording of which 
privilege Handel authorizes 
Walsh as his publisher
November 22
Handel’s Song for St. Cecilia’s Day 
premieres at Lincoln’s Inn Fields 
Theatre
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popular with the fashionable elite, the gardens also had a reputation for 
moral license and for the ready availability of prostitutes, which was part 
of the attraction. For Tyers, the proprietor, it was critical to maintain a 
balance between freedom and propriety. Handel’s statue by the French 
sculptor  Louis- François Roubiliac offered a sense of culture and deco-
rum while also appealing to a kind of national pride.4

The sculpture itself is remarkable. The composer is not presented in a 
formal pose, but casually in a dressing gown, with open shirt, no wig, and 
seated with his legs crossed, one slipper dangling, the other off. He holds 
a lyre on which he seems to be composing, while a naked putto (or infant) 
sits at his feet writing down the music. While the casual pose and attire are 
realistic, giving a sense of Handel as anyone’s  next- door neighbor, the lyre 
and the putto translate the human into the supernatural realm, associat-
ing Handel once again with the divinities of music: Apollo and Orpheus. 
Through his compositions, the auditors of his music were to be raised in 
stature as well. As announced in the London Daily Post (April 18, 1738):

We are informed from very good Authority; that there is now 
near finished a Statue of the justly celebrated Mr. Handel, 
exquisitely done by the ingenious Mr. Raubillac . . . which is 
to be placed in a grand Nich, erected on Purpose in the great 

M ak ing and C oll e c t ing  c ont inu e d

174 0 s
Roubiliac markets 
a small “busto” of 
Handel for home 
ownership 

1742
portrait of Handel 
by Goupy (now lost) 
framed for the prince 
of Wales

174 6
Handel’s library 
described as includ-
ing a large collection 
of French and Italian 
music

174 0
April 21
Handel’s Twelve Grand 
Concertos published as 
Op. 6 by Walsh “With 
His Majesty’s Royal 
Licence and Protection”
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Grove at  Vaux- hall- Gardens, at the sole Expence of Mr. Tyers, 
Undertaker of the Entertainment there; who in Consideration of 
the real Merit of that inimitable Master, thought it proper, that 
his Effigies should preside there, where his Harmony has so often 
charm’d even the greatest Crouds into the profoundest Calm and 
most decent Behaviour . . .5

The image became synonymous with the gardens and circulated 
widely. It was sometimes used on the gold season ticket and often 
engraved on publications of the songs sung at Vauxhall.6 One of these, 
“The Invitation to Mira, Requesting Her Company to VauxHall Gar-
den,” even mentions the role of Handel’s music in its text: “Come, Mira, 
Idol of ye Swains (So green ye Sprays, The Sky so fine) / To Bow’rs where 
 heav’n- born Flora reigns, & Handel warbles Airs Divine.”

The years just preceding the installation of Handel’s statue in Vaux-
hall Gardens had seen the composition and premiere of his Alexander’s 
Feast, or the Power of Music in 1736 and its immediate revival in 1737. 
An  oratorio- style work in English, its text is closely based on the ode by 
John Dryden (Handel’s composition is often called an ode as well) and 
tells of the famous Greek musician Timotheus, whose music “could swell 
the soul to rage, or kindle soft desire.” Handel introduced this character 

1748
Thomas Hudson paints Handel’s portrait; 
Handel transports it to his family in Germany 
in 1750 (?); mezzotint prints by Andrew Miller 
and John Faber of Hudson’s portrait of Handel 
widely circulated

c .1748
Rupert Barber paints miniature portrait of 
Handel in enamel for Anne Donnellan; she 
bequeaths it to the British Museum (now lost)

1747
February
Ralph and Elizabeth Palmer, newly 
married, move into their house on 
Curzon Street; Ralph Palmer signs the 
extraordinary antiquarian books in his 
library, some of which are now in the 
British Library, “Londini 1747”
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with a concerto for harp, which by its aural reference to the musician’s 
lyre, gives the impression that Timotheus himself is playing. Then, in the 
course of the poem, Timotheus’s music successively invokes “heav’nly 
joys,” drunken pleasures, sadness, love, and military ardor. In his set-
ting of these scenes, Handel, a modern Timotheus, painted each of these 
emotions for the audience. According to the  mytho- historical story, the 
Greek musician’s incitement of Alexander to military ardor and rage was 
so successful that it prompted the destruction of Persepolis; the reaction 
to Handel’s setting, in contrast, was more positive. Dryden crowned the 
ode with the arrival of Saint Cecilia, patron saint of music, who moves 
the narrative out of the human sphere to the divine. Given that Cecilia’s 
musical instrument is the “sacred organ,” Handel was able to take on this 
role as both composer and performer, by inserting an organ concerto for 
himself at the climax of the work. A few years earlier, in 1733, when he 
was facing stiff competition, Handel had instituted the inclusion of organ 
concertos in his oratorio performances as an added attraction. With Alex-
ander’s Feast, the organ concerto, a genre invented by Handel and now 
closely tied to him in the minds of his audience, entered the drama itself.

The insertion of his own person into the drama by use of an organ 
concerto would have reminded Handel of his Roman oratorio Il trionfo 

M ak ing and C oll e c t ing  c ont inu e d

1750
January–March
Handel makes seven separate purchases of 
art at six separate art auctions 
February 8
Handel and Bernard Granville both 
purchase art at the auction of Anthony 
Couzin, a former patron of Goupy; Handel 
buys a “Rembrandt” for £39 18s.
March 22–23
Handel and Christopher Batt both pur-
chase art at the auction of dealers Gouyn 
and Major

1755
April 10–11
auction of Palmer’s art 
collection, including 
Rembrandt’s Man in 
Oriental Costume, now at 
the Metropolitan Museum, 
New York

1756
auction of the art collec-
tion of Elizabeth Mayne’s 
brother, Christopher Batt, 
at which Charles Jennens 
is one of the purchasers;
Charles Jennens commis-
sions a portrait of Handel 
from Thomas Hudson
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Misattributions, a common and continuing problem, as well as 
changing titles, make the identification of paintings listed in this and all 
other art auctions in the eighteenth century oftentimes problematic, but 
even without determining authenticity in all cases, Palmer’s collection 
was clearly remarkable. The Rembrandt painting bought by Methuen 
(now in the Metropolitan Museum, New York) has gone through some-
what amusing name changes, in part one assumes for sociopolitical rea-
sons: A Turkish Bashaw was changed first to The Noble Slav but is now 
titled Man in Oriental Costume.

The painting entitled A Holy Family, an Angel Singing, credited to Fra 
Bartolomeo in the sale of Palmer’s collection, has now been attributed to 
Domenico Beccafumi, and is in the collection of the Princeton Univer-
sity Art Museum. Poussin painted at least three versions of Moses Strik-
ing the Rock; as neither of the two surviving originals belonged to Palmer, 

8.4  Inscription of Ralph Palmer in Hugh of  Saint- Victor, Commentary on  Pseudo-  
Dionysius, second or third quarter of the twelfth century, showing the attempt to scrape 
off  “Bibliotheca Palmeriana” (© The British Library Board [Burney MS 308]) 
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collections, and  still- life, the favorite genre of Handel’s Italian patron 
Cardinal Pamphilj.2 Like the historical paintings, character studies, and 
landscapes in Handel’s collection, the biblical stories point directly to 
the stage and to Handel’s creative imagination.

In  eighteenth- century Britain, religious belief was not just a personal 
matter but also an issue of great political significance. One cannot over-
estimate the importance of the Protestant religion and in particular the 
Church of England to the history of this period. Although England had 
separated officially from the Catholic Church in 1534 under Henry VIII, 
the reality was harder to achieve and longer in coming. To speak only 
of the quarter century immediately preceding Handel’s first years in 
London, the reversion to Catholicism of James II had led to the Glorious 
Revolution of 1688, when Prince William of Orange, from the Protestant 
Dutch Republic, invaded England at the invitation of members of Parlia-
ment and took up the throne jointly with his wife, Mary, the Protestant 
daughter of James II.3 After their deaths, Mary’s sister, Anne, acceded. 
Like her sister before her, however, she left no heirs, and therefore steps 
had to be taken to secure the Protestant monarchy. The Act of Settlement 
of 1701 ensured Protestant succession by skipping over more than fifty 
Catholics in the line of succession and naming as heir to the throne the 
dowager Electress Sophia of Hanover, “and the heirs of her body being 
protestant.”4 The year following the Hanoverian succession to the throne 

R E L IG ION  A N D  C H A R I T Y: Tim el ine

1689
May 24
Act of Toleration, 
granting freedom 
of worship to Protes-
tants not of the 
Church of England 
(1 Will & Mary c. 
18)

1701
June
Act of Settlement 
passed to ensure 
Protestant succes-
sion

1711
December 20
Occasional Conformity Act, 
forbidding Nonconforming 
Protestants and Catholics 
from qualifying them-
selves for public positions 
by obtaining a sacrament 
certificate in the Church of 
England (10 Anne c. 6)
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in 1714 witnessed the first major uprising of the Jacobites, those who sup-
ported James II’s Catholic son, also named James, as the true king (“Jaco-
bus” being the Latin form of James). The tension between Hanoverian 
and Jacobite supporters continued at high pitch throughout Handel’s life, 
forming an important background to his compositions.

Handel’s operas of the 1720s frequently had texts that related directly 
to the issue of succession, and we have already seen in Chapter 3 how the 
Jacobite interpretation of Floridante (1721) led to an apparent demon-
stration of support for the overthrow of the Hanoverian “usurper” and 
the restoration of the Stuart line through James “III.” Without doubt, 
the Protestant monarchy faced hostile opposition, and concern for its 
security over more than a century resulted in the establishment of var-
ious legal protections. Catholics were disenfranchised, disallowed from 
studying at Oxford or Cambridge, and forbidden from owning land or 
holding high office. Although many of these laws applied equally to all 
recusants who did not conform to the Anglican communion, including 
Protestants of other sects, in practice there was some differentiation. 
Under William and Mary, the Act of Toleration (1689), had permitted 
freedom of worship to Protestant nonconformists who took the oaths of 
allegiance and supremacy and made the declaration against transubstan-
tiation, and, under George I, the law established by Queen Anne in 1711 
forbidding “occasional conformity” was repealed in 1719, thus making it 

1714
August 1
death of Queen 
Anne; Hanove-
rian succession

1718
Handel composes 
Esther based on a bib-
lical story of religious 
tolerance

1719
January
Act for Strengthen-
ing the Protestant 
Interest; the repeal 
of the Occasional 
Conformity Act (5 
Geo 1 c. 4)

1717
May
prorogation (suspen-
sion) of the Ecclesias-
tical Convocations of 
Canterbury and York 
(governing bodies of 
the Church of England), 
making the British mon-
arch sole head of the 
Church
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possible for Protestant dissenters to obtain a sacrament certificate by tak-
ing communion in the Church of England and gain access thereby to the 
full range of freedoms and positions allowed to members of the Church.5 
Indeed, Latitudinarianism, a name given to the movement that rejected 
the enforcement of strict doctrinal and liturgical rules and entrusted the 
interpretation of Christ’s teachings to the individual believer, gained in 
popularity during this period. Thus, despite all the laws supportive of a 
single, national religion, there was also a movement to ensure that the 
religious hierarchy was separated from control of the state: that is, to safe-
guard that no religious authority, neither the pope nor even the govern-
ing body of the English Church (Convocation), had authority over the 
reigning British monarch, who— although subject to the law of the land 
as defined by Parliament— was head of both church and state. In order 
to ensure this position, the government in 1717 prorogued (suspended) 
Convocation indefinitely; it did not resume its meetings until 1854.

That the Hanoverians had Latitudinarian views is not surprising, 
given their Lutheran background. They conformed, of course, to the 
Church of England (and official certificates of conformity were required, 
as we have seen, for all who served the king in any capacity— including 
the directors of the opera company); there was, however, a Lutheran 
chapel in the Palace of St. James. Handel, too, came from a Lutheran 
background, but prefatory to his becoming a naturalized British citi-
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172 0
April 24
John Percival qualifies himself as a 
director of the Academy of Music 
by taking the Oaths of Allegiance, 
Supremacy, and Abjuration, 
after obtaining a Communion 
Certificate

1727
February 14
Handel takes the 
Oaths at the time of 
his naturalization as a 
British citizen

1731
February 25
first in an annual series 
of concerts of music by 
Handel to support the Sons 
of Clergy
April 6
Handel’s Rinaldo revived; 
conversion of the sorceress 
Armida to Christianity at 
the end is deleted
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zen in 1727, “George Frideric Handel took the Oaths of Allegiance and 
Supremacy, in order to his Naturalization,” for which a formal certificate 
of Anglican conformity was required.6

Among Handel’s friends, conformity coexisted within a wide range 
of Protestant belief. James Hunter came from a family of Huguenot 
(French Calvinist) refugees. Delany and Donnellan were both attracted 
to the Methodism movement within the Anglican Church during its 
early years (around 1740). Some years previous, between 1730 and 1734, 
Delany had even carried on a f lirtatious correspondence with the move-
ment’s founder, John Wesley. Following the convention of the time, they 
used nicknames in their letters. Sometimes these names were based on 
abbreviations or general attributes of the person— such as Delany iden-
tifying Donnellan as “Don” or, in reference to her voice, the nightin-
gale Philomel (or Phil). Others were more pointed. Delany’s name for 
her uncle Lansdowne was Alcander, a citizen of ancient Sparta whose 
shame and repentance following a terrible act led to his being forgiven; 
she named Mary Basset, her opponent in the lawsuit following the death 
of her first husband, Fulvia, an ambitious Roman matron. Delany’s name 
for Wesley was Cyrus (the Great), King of Persia, considered the pat-
tern for heroic and moral leadership, and he called her by her standard 
nickname, Aspasia, a beautiful Grecian woman renowned for her intelli-
gence. She wrote to him, probably early in 1731:

1738
April 
Handel founding 
member of the 
Fund for Decay’d 
Musicians

1738 –1742
War with (Catholic) 
Spain 

1732
Patrick Delany 
publishes The Present 
State of Learning, 
Religion, and Infidelity in 
 Great- Britain, opposing 
rationalist interpreta-
tions of the Bible 

1733 –173 4
Publication of Alexan-
der Pope’s An Essay on 
Man based on Deist 
(rationalist) philosophy
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Every Sunday evening, a gentleman in this town has a concert 
of music. I am invited there  to- night, and design to go. I charge 
you, on the friendship you have professed for me, to tell me your 
sincere opinion about it, and all your objections. For, if I am in 
error by going, you ought to prevent my doing so again.

To which he responded: “Far be it from me to think that any circum-
stance of life shall ever give the enemy an advantage over Aspasia. He, 
who has overcome the world and its princes, shall give His angels charge 
over her to keep her in all her ways.”7

Around 1750, Donnellan turned to Hutchinsonianism, an ultra-
conservative response to modern scientific theory holding that all the 
secrets of the natural universe were contained in the Old Testament. 
Delany, noting that a number of her friends were “deep that way,” wrote 
to her sister on February 22, 1752: “I am struck with their scheme, but 
don’t know enough to talk on the subject. It is perfectly orthodox, and 
seems to promise perfect satisfaction in regard to the Holy Trinity . . .”8

Catholics naturally did not meet with similar tolerance, but even here 
there was some latitude. As Lord Chesterfield quipped to an English 
Jesuit: “It is to no purpose for you to aspire to the honour of martyr-
dom; fire and faggot [a reference to burnings at the stake] are quite out 
of vogue.”9 Goupy was Catholic, but this did not prevent him from being 
appointed to the inner circle of Prince Frederick’s court as painter, artis-

R el ig ion and C har i t y  c ont inu e d

1739
April 4
Handel’s Israel in Egypt 
premieres; understood to 
depict by analogy the British 
people facing a “Popish Alli-
ance” ranged against them; 
 anti- Deist in its depiction of 
miracles and of God’s inter-
vention in the world (text 
probably by Jennens)

174 0
August 1
Thomas Arne’s Alfred 
includes “Rule Britannia!” 
(first performed privately 
for the prince of Wales)

1742
April 13 
Handel’s Messiah premiered in 
Dublin;  anti- Deist in its depic-
tion of miracles and prophecy 
fulfilled (text by Jennens)
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tic adviser, and art teacher. Catholics were, however, required to regis-
ter with the government, and were recorded in the Return of Papists, a 
periodic nationwide census of Roman Catholics. The Return for 1767 
lists a painter, aged  seventy- eight, living in Kensington; this probably 
was Goupy, who died there in 1769.

There was no  one- to- one correspondence of Catholics with Jacobites 
or of Protestants with supporters of the Hanoverian succession. Ardent 
members of the Church of England, such as Charles Jennens, could reject 
the Protestant succession on the grounds of the divine right of kings 
(James Edward Stuart being king by birth and blood), and Catholics 
could be loyal to the Protestant king. Only after the Papists Act of 1778, 
however, were Catholics allowed to take the Oath of Allegiance (with a 
waiver of the requirement for a Sacrament Certificate proving that the 
 oath- taker had previously taken communion in the Church of England). 
Goupy would probably have taken the oath if he had been permitted.

During the 1710s, when Handel participated in the artistic circles 
established by Lord Burlington at Burlington House and the duke of 
Chandos at Cannons, he became a colleague of Alexander Pope, another 
Catholic. In 1718, the poet, in collaboration with John Arbuthnot and 
others, prepared a text for Handel based on the Old Testament story of 
Queen Esther, which was, in effect, Handel’s first English oratorio. It 
may have been performed privately at Cannons in both 1718 and 1720 
(the second time in a revised version); it then lay fallow for more than a 

1742 –1748
War with (Catholic) 
France

1747
April 1
Handel’s Judas Mac-
cabaeus premieres; cel-
ebrates the crushing of 
the Jacobite Rebellion

1748
March 9
Handel’s Joshua 
premieres; includes 
“See, the conqu’ring 
hero comes”; by 1750 
moved into Judas 
Maccabaeus

1749
May 4
Handel conducts 
his first concert for 
the benefit of the 
Foundling Hospital
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decade, after which a public performance in 1732 inaugurated the series 
of biblical oratorios by Handel composed for London audiences.10 The 
story describes the deliverance of the Jewish people from oppression. In 
the biblical narrative from the Book of Esther, the evil minister Haman 
persuades King Ahasuerus of Persia to agree to the eradication of a pop-
ulation (the Jewish people, but not identified as such to the king) who 
keep different laws from the king’s other subjects. Unbeknownst to both 
the king and his minister, the king’s wife, Queen Esther, is Jewish. Sup-
ported and encouraged by her cousin and guardian Mordecai, the queen 
braves the edict that condemns all who enter the king’s presence without 
his express command to death and enters the royal chamber to plead 
for her people. Although fainting with fear, she is welcomed by the king 
and invites him and his minister to dinner, where she reveals that both 
she and Mordecai, who had once saved the king’s life, are Jewish and 
thus condemned by Haman’s decree. Ahasuerus reverses the decree and 
Haman is executed.

Given that English Protestants saw themselves as the true descen-
dants of the ancient Hebrews, this text was frequently used in sermons 
and dramatic works to illustrate the deliverance of the British people 
from Catholic tyranny and was tied especially to celebrations of the Glo-
rious Revolution of 1688 when, according to this analogy, Britain was 

R el ig ion and C har i t y  c ont inu e d

1750
March 16
Handel’s Theodora premieres; a depiction of 
Roman intolerance against the early Chris-
tians containing an argument for religious 
freedom 
May 1
Handel donates a chapel organ to the 
Foundling Hospital and conducts a perfor-
mance of Messiah at its inauguration, the 
first in an annual series of Messiah perfor-
mances at the hospital for its benefit 
May 9
Handel made a governor of the Foundling Hospital

1752  
(at latest) 
Anne Donnellan attracted to Hutchinsonian-
ism (opposing rationalist interpretations of 
the Bible)
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delivered from the threat of popery by the invasion of William III. This 
interpretation did not allow for a direct allegory between the characters 
of the story and specific individuals; rather, the text illustrated how the 
Protestant Church (Esther) had requested and received support from 
the state (Ahasuerus) against Catholic tyranny (Haman).11 Of course, 
the text was not always interpreted this way, and it was a simple matter to 
see it in reverse, with Esther representing loyal English Catholics plead-
ing with their Protestant king for tolerance. Among the many possible 
interpretations of the Esther story, this is one that could have resonated 
with Alexander Pope. One can almost see the oratorio as an argument 
for a Catholic relief act sixty years before the fact. No matter how one 
identified the persecuted minority in Esther, however, the story stressed 
the idea of religious freedom.

Handel’s own interpretation of the Esther text is unknown, but he 
professed a strong belief in religious toleration and held firmly to his own 
beliefs in the face of opposing doctrines. When pressed in Italy to con-
vert to Catholicism or, failing that, at least to be won over “to outward 
conformity,” he replied that he was “resolved to die a member of that 
communion, whether true or false, in which he was born and bred.”12 
According to Hawkins, Handel “entertained very serious notions” con-
cerning religious toleration in England:

1754
January
the Foundling Hospital requests 
proprietary rights to Messiah 
and is denied by Handel

1767
August 3
a painter, aged  seventy- eight 
(Goupy?), recorded in 
the Return of Papists in 
Kensington
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eral to be Protestants, but more specifically, the Church of England) just 
as God protected the Israelites in Egypt (“Thou shalt break them [the 
enemies of the Church of England] with a Rod of Iron”).

Would Handel have perceived the texts in such specific, political 
terms? It seems unlikely. He understood jubilation, however. The text 
of the “Hallelujah Chorus” contains three distinct textual statements in 
addition to the exclamation of “hallelujah.” Between and in the midst of 
the chorus’s exuberant iterations of hallelujahs, Handel gives sustained 
and highly differentiated musical profiles to these statements. He sets 
“For the Lord God Omnipotent reigneth” for full chorus and orchestra 
joined together in a single melodic line with no rhythmic or harmonic 
digressions. The musical monophony (the chorus singing a single line 
of music) depicts the monotheistic (one) God, and the word “omnipo-
tent,” leaping down and up an octave, encompasses the entire “universe” 
of a complete musical scale. After its first presentation for full chorus, 
the theme then appears in the lower voices and rises through the chorus 
finally to “reign” over outbursts of hallelujahs. To depict “The Kingdom 
of this World is become the Kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ,” 
Handel sets the “Kingdom of this World” in reduced orchestration 
(strings only) and restricted range, reserving an explosion of light and 
sound (expanding into a high register and adding trumpets and drums) 
for the “Kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ.” The juxtaposition is 
startling no matter how many times one hears it. Finally, he sets “and He 

9.2  Letter from Charles Jennens to Edward Holdsworth ( July 10, 1741) mentioning 
his libretto for Messiah for the first time (extract) (© Gerald Coke Handel Collection, 
The Foundling Museum, London)
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sal de Fondlings put mein oratorio in de Parlement? Te Teuffel! mein 
musick sal nat go to de Parlement.”31 In 1757, in the third codicil to his 
will, Handel bequeathed to the hospital a copy of the score and parts to 
Messiah, in effect granting it permission to continue the annual benefit 
performances indefinitely.

Although  eighteenth- century English wills often used conventional 
language, there was no fixed format.32 Often they began with a religious 
preamble that included an identification of the testator by parish and 
county, but there was no hard rule. In contrast, John Hedges (d. 1737), 

9.3  Resolution of the Foundling Hospital General Committee to thank Handel for 
benefit performances of Messiah in 1750 (© Coram / London Metropolitan Archives, 
London)
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10.2  Letter from Anne Donnellan to Elizabeth Robinson Montagu (May 26, 1752) 
on having a tooth extracted for a cold (extract) (bMS Eng 1365 [50], Houghton 
Library, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA)

College Dublin about his treatment for colic, which involved “the loss of 
 thirty- six ounces of blood with about a dozen purgings, and vomitings.” 
One can easily imagine that these procedures made him forget about his 
abdominal pain, for he acknowledged that the remedy “reduced both it 
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performances. There are no such reports about Handel himself, but, 
despite his basic good health, he probably was unable to avoid the con-
tagion of common respiratory and digestive disorders. Even without 
firsthand experience of illnesses and the treatments they occasioned, he 
would have been well aware of both. This was not, however, knowledge 
that he could transfer readily into his music. Although death haunted 
opera through murder and suicide, disease was not a welcome topic. It 
appeared in only one of Handel’s operas, Admeto (composed in 1726; 
premiered in 1727), which tells of how the ailing King Admetus could 
be saved from death if another was willing to take his place. When no 
one else offers, his queen, Alcestis (Alceste in the libretto), sacrifices 
herself. Handel chose to open the opera in a remarkable way, he or his 
librettist radically altering their source libretto. Rather than having the 
entire overture played before a closed curtain, it was raised following the 
fugal, second section to reveal the dying and bedridden Admetus. Then 
instead of the typical closing minuet, Handel provided a ballet move-
ment portraying the king’s feverish vision of specters holding bloody 
daggers in their hands.

Deathbed scenes would have been familiar to most Londoners in 
the audience. Year after year, the Bills of Mortality covering the met-
ropolitan area of London showed significantly more deaths than chris-
tenings. Without continual provincial and foreign immigration, the 
population of the city would have fallen. Instead, London’s population 
rose from 400,000 in 1650 to 575,000 by 1700 and continued to expand 

S IC K N E S S  A N D  DE AT H : Tim el ine

172 4
publication of An Essay of Health and 
Long Life by Dr. George Cheyne; 
Handel may have been introduced to 
Cheyne’s system after his first attack 
in 1737

172 6
Annual Bills of Mortality 
give statistics on death in 
London; in this year the 
number of deaths was 
28,418

1727
January 31
Handel’s Admeto premieres 
at the King’s Theatre; depicts 
the physical illness of King 
Admetus
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throughout the eighteenth century, reaching 900,000 in the census of 
1801.5 This increase in population went hand in hand, however, with a 
still faster rise in mortality, the poverty and crowding that resulted from 
rapid growth fueling more disease. In 1700 the Bills of Mortality gave 
the number of dead in central London at 19,443. By 1726, the year Han-
del wrote Admeto, it was 28,418.6

The bills listed the causes of death in two categories: disease and casu-
alties. The latter group, which included murder, drowning, suicide, and 
execution, represented only a small fraction of the total deaths (one per-
cent of the total in 1726). In contrast, the number of diseases listed in the 
1720s reached  seventy- five. A lack of knowledge about root causes meant 
that many of those listed were more descriptive than diagnostic; the dis-
eases listed in 1726, for example, included “bedridden” (3 deaths), “grief ” 
(18), “lethargy” (7), “rash” (5), and “suddenly” (111). The main “causes” 
of death remained stable over years; in 1726, the largest categories were 
“convulsion” (8,708), “fever” (4,666), “consumption” (3,764), and “aged” 
(2,667). Handel’s depiction of Admetus is consistent with the first two: 
the king is racked with convulsions while suffering feverish visions.

As the curtain opens, the king is shown lying in his sickbed. The full 
orchestra plays a pair of notes in a jerky  short- long rhythm. After a brief 
pause two more pairs are heard in quick succession. Then very quietly (Han-
del omits the oboes and marks the passage pianissimo) the strings describe 
a weak  falling- back in four descending notes. This alternation— of loud, 
convulsive jolts followed by a subsidence— continues throughout the move-

1733
January 27
Handel’s Orlando premieres at King’s 
 Theatre; depicts the madness of Orlando 

1735
June 25
publication of Hogarth’s A Rake’s Progress; 
depicts the inside of Bethlem (Bedlam) 
Hospital
July 28
Handel mentions in a letter to Charles 
Jennens his intention to visit the spa at 
Tunbridge
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ment, vividly depicting the king’s seizures as a symptom of his fever and a 
reaction to his nightmare. In effect, the music provides the clearest possi-
ble stage direction to the singer. As the visions depart, Admetus rises in a 
feverish frenzy. In no condition to present a  well- formed aria, he sings an agi-
tated accompanied recitative whose only structure is to follow the emotional 
turns of the text. He calls out in confusion (con stupore) to the disappearing 
specters, but then recognizes more calmly and quietly (adagio, e piano) that 
his mind is disturbed. His agitation (agitato) quickly returns, however, and 
once again he calls out to the visions only to revert immediately to thoughts 
of his impending death. He hopes to die without losing his peace of mind, 
but the feverish specters reappear. This vacillation continues, reaching a cli-
max when Admetus envisions the arrival of darkness, thunderbolts, and the 
rupture of the Earth. Completely exhausted, he prays quietly for death in a 
shortened song form.

Handel’s depiction of this scene is so vivid and so realistic that one 
can easily imagine he was painting from life, but that assumption prob-
ably underestimates his imaginative ability and compositional skill. 
Whatever he may have witnessed before composing Admeto in 1726, he 
is not known to have been ill himself. The first possible hint of any ail-

Sick ne s s  and D e ath  c ont inu e d
HA NDEL’S “PA R A LY TIC ATTACKS”

1737
late April
Handel suffers “paralytic attack”; 
treated with “violent” medicines
August
Handel continues his recovery at 
Tunbridge
September–October
Handel goes for further 
treatment to the spa at 
 Aix- la- Chapelle
November
Handel notes the name of a 
doctor while  composing 

1741
summer
Handel considers 
returning to a spa 
on the Continent 
or trying the spa 
at Scarborough in 
North Yorkshire, 
but stays in 
London 

174 0
May
Handel considers return-
ing to  Aix- la- Chapelle 
because of weakness in his 
hand
July 19
Lord Radnor reports that 
Handel has set out for 
Germany with Goupy
September 21
a Dutch newspaper reports 
that Handel has passed 
through Haarlem and 
played the great organ
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ment comes in 1735, when he wrote to Jennens to thank him for “the ora-
torio” (which could refer to Saul or Israel in Egypt, or some other libretto 
he never set), saying that he had not yet had time to “read it with all the 
attention it deserves” but would do so once at Tunbridge.7

Tunbridge Wells was one of a number of spa towns in England and 
Europe whose mineral or thermal springs were thought to have restor-
ative and therapeutic power. It is not known whether Handel first went 
to Tunbridge to seek a cure for specific physical symptoms or whether 
he found it a good place to rest and recuperate out of the city after a long 
opera season, but from at least 1735, Handel began with some regularity 
to spend a month during the summer at a spa. He was not alone. English 
and Continental spas were popular for rest cures and were prescribed for 
all imaginable illnesses. Anne Donnellan, the Percivals, and the Delanys, 
like Handel, could be found visiting a variety of them. Tunbridge, Bath, 
Scarborough, Cheltenham, and Islington were among the many English 
destinations, and trips were frequently made as well to  Aix- la- Chapelle 
(Aachen) and Spa in the Ardennes near the Belgian border with Germany.

We first learn of serious ill health for Handel from Lord Shaftesbury, 
who wrote to James Harris on April 26, 1737, that he had been with the 

1741–1742
autumn–autumn
Handel in Dublin

1742
Handel reputed to 
have had a “Paraletic 
stroke” in Dublin

1743 
April 29
Jennens reports Han-
del has had a return 
of his “Paralytick 
Disorder”
June 18
Thomas Harris still 
concerned about Han-
del’s mental clarity

1745
July
Handel travels to the 
spa at Scarborough
late summer
Radnor reports Han-
del is “out of order in 
his body, and a little in 
his head”
October 24
Lord Shaftesbury 
reports Handel has 
been “disordered in his 
head”
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composer for “near an hour yesterday,” and that although “he is in no 
danger upon the whole,” it appeared likely that “he will loose a great part 
of his execution so as to prevent his ever playing any more concertos on 
the organ.”8 Shaftesbury identified the problem as a “rhumatick palsie” 
that affected Handel’s right arm, “which was taken ill in a minute.” He 
reported that Handel “is exceeding thankfull his disorder .  .  . did not 
attack him till he had done writing”—that is, composing for the season. 
In his next letter, only four days later, he was able to report: “Mr Han-
del is suprizingly mended[;] he has been on horseback twice.”9 Harris 
responded with concern to these letters and commented on the speed of 
Handel’s recovery:

It is certainly an evidence of great strength of constitution to 
be so soon getting rid of so great a shock. A weaker body would 
perhaps have hardly born the violence of medicines, which 
operate so quickly.10

Harris’s reference to “the violence of medicines” suggests the sorts 
of treatment Handel received, which seem to have been of the common 
type. In the case of a maid whose treatment for rheumatic symptoms 

Sick ne s s  and D e ath  c ont inu e d
SELECTED WORKS BY HA NDEL (1739–1750)

1739
January 16
Saul premieres at 
King’s Theatre; 
depicts Saul’s 
madness

1743
February 18
Samson premieres 
at Covent Garden; 
depicts the blind 
Samson

1742
April 13
Messiah pre-
mieres in Dublin

1745
January 5
Hercules premieres at 
King’s Theatre; depicts 
madness of Dejanira

1750
March 16
Theodora 
premieres at 
Covent Garden 
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was reported to Delany, this involved blistering, teeth extraction, strong 
potions, and “everything that cou’d be thought of,” to no avail.11 The 
good news, as Shaftesbury put it, was that in the composer’s case, his “vast 
strength of constitution” was able “to bear all the rough remedies they 
have given him,” so that he was likely to “recover again presently.”12 The 
more concerning,  long- term issue was the extent to which Handel would 
follow through with the medical recommendations and alter his lifestyle. 
Shaftesbury wrote of Handel, “He submitts to discipline very patiently 
& I really believe will be orderly for the time to come that this unhappy 
seisure may possibly at last be the occasion of prolonging his life.”13

For the moment Handel was “orderly” because of the paralysis or 
weakness in his right arm. As spring melted into summer and Han-
del thought about the impending autumn season, however, he must 
have become impatient with the pace of his recovery. He probably was 
encouraged to spend some time at a spa, and by  mid- August he was in 
Tunbridge, where he met the literary scholar John Upton, a close friend 
of James Harris, and they “din[e]d together every day in the week.”14

When neither submitting to the remedies of the London physicians 
nor taking the waters succeeded in restoring full function to Handel’s 
right arm, the composer was at last persuaded to travel in September and 

1749
May 4
Handel conducts his first concert 
for the benefit of the Foundling 
Hospital
August
Handel travels to the spa at Bath

1750
June 1
Handel writes his will
early August
Handel leaves for Europe
August 21
a London newspaper reports on Handel being 
overturned in a carriage and “terribly hurt”
September 8
Handel plays the organ for Princess Anne and 
her husband in the Netherlands
December
Handel returns to London
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October to the thermal springs at  Aix- la- Chapelle.15 Biographer Main-
waring described a surprisingly rapid cure. Handel was said to have 
stayed “three times as long” in the hot waters as was normal and then 
after only a few hours to have played the organ in both “the principal 
church, as well as convent, . . . so much beyond any they had ever been 
used to” that the nuns took it for a miracle.16 Knowing Handel’s temper-
ament, one imagines that his playing was less a miracle than a test he 
made after each treatment to see what amendment, if any, had occurred 
in his hand. A great recovery was reported in the London Daily Post in 
early November, and shortly thereafter Handel set about composing 
Faramondo, his next opera. He did not get further than an aria early in 
the first act, however, before he noted on the manuscript the name of a 
physician, Dr. Francis Philip Duval on Poland Street.17 After the attack 
of 1737, Handel never fully recovered his health.

In May 1740, Thomas Harris reported to his brother James that 
Handel “having lately found a weakness in his hand” had deter-
mined to return to  Aix- la- Chapelle.18 Whether he did or not remains 
unknown. On July 19, Lord Radnor wrote to Harris that “Mr. Handel 
set out for Germany Thursday last,” which sounds as if the composer 
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1751
February 13
Handel unable to continue the composition of Jephtha 
due to a “relaxation” in his left eye
March 14
report that Handel has lost the sight of one eye
June
Handel visits the spas in Bath and Cheltenham
August
Handel completes Jephtha; changes the last words of 
the text in the concluding chorus of Part I from “What 
God ordains is right” to Pope’s “Whatever is, is right!”
Handel consults with Samuel Sharp, surgeon; diag-
nosis of “incipient Gutta serena”; Sharp operates on 
Handel’s eyes (?)

1752
January 9
Thomas Harris reports that Handel is 
blind in one eye and unlikely to be able to 
continue after the current season
February 26
Handel’s Jephtha premieres at Covent 
Garden
August 17
newspaper report that Handel had been 
seized with a “Paralytick Disorder in the 
Head, which has deprived him of Sight”
November 3
Dr. William Bromfield operates on 
(couches) Handel’s eyes without success

HA NDEL’S BLINDNESS
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was headed either to Aix (Aachen) or Spa (Belgium), but then added 
that since the composer was “in company with Goupée” he had little 
hope of any improvement in Handel’s condition.19 On September 21, 
a Dutch newspaper reported that Handel had passed through Haar-
lem and played the great Haarlem organ, but this leaves open all of 
August for Handel and Goupy to have traveled first to a spa on the 
way.20 In July and August of 1740, Handel’s friend Anne Donnellan 
was in residence at Spa drinking the waters, and in August she made 
a “bad day’s journey” from Spa to  Aix- la- Chapelle, which two resorts 
were only  thirty- four miles apart, to see the annual procession hon-
oring the memory of Charlemagne.21 Handel and Goupy could have 
encountered her in either city.

In 1741, Handel considered returning to the Continent to drink the 
waters at Spa or making the 192-mile journey within England to Scar-
borough in North Yorkshire, but took the easier course and stayed at 
home. Again Radnor worried about the choice:

Mr Handel instead of goeing to Scarborough to drink the waters, 
drinks wine with Mr Furnes at Gunsbury and I fear eats too 

1753
May 21
reported in correspondence 
that Handel, unable to 
conduct, wept during the aria 
“Total eclipse” at a perfor-
mance of Samson 

1758 
August
Handel goes to Tunbridge with 
Thomas Morell; Dr. John Tay-
lor operates on Handel’s eyes
August 24
Taylor reports success, but this 
turns out to be false
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mutch of those things he ought to avoid. I would fain methinks 
preserve him for a few years longer.22

Although Handel returned to the Continent in 1750, and may have vis-
ited  Aix- la- Chapelle or Spa, his known spa visits after 1740 are all to 
English locales. In 1745 he went to Scarborough, in 1749 to Bath, in 1751 
to Bath and Cheltenham, and in 1758, with his librettist Morell, he was 
back in Tunbridge. The newspapers reported in 1759, shortly before his 
death, that he was planning to go to Bath.

The thermal springs at Bath made this spa the most popular in Great 
Britain. Great efficacy was attributed to the waters, and so many visitors 
from the highest social strata made Bath a destination that it acquired its 
own social season, customs, and etiquette. Not all, however, thought the 
regimen of bathing in and drinking the waters, coupled with a strenuous 
social schedule, a likely cure. Philip Percival wrote to his brother John 
from Bath in 1718:

My Wife fancys she finds Some benefit by it, but for my Self I 
must own I drink because I am advised so to do but whether I 
am to expect to find a Sensible advantage by it or no time must 
shew, I hope faith is not necessary to go along with the waters to 

Sick ne s s  and D e ath  c ont inu e d

1755
December 4
Delany reports hearing Handel play the 
harpsichord at Donnellan’s house

1756
March 27
Thomas Harris reports on Handel’s playing 
on the organ “as good as ever” during the 
oratorio season
May 29
George Harris records in his diary that Han-
del played fortepiano at Jennens’s house
December 12
Delany again reports hearing Handel play at 
Donnellan’s house

HA NDEL’S L ATE MUSIC A L ACTIVIT Y
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render them effectually Serviceable for if so I doubt as to my own 
particular I should be little ye better . . . , so that altogether you 
may believe me when as I said before I wish it were over as you 
have heretofore said on a hunting occasion.23

And he expressed his sympathy when John was marooned in Bath for 
his wife’s colic while the Royal Academy of Music was opening in Lon-
don: “It is unlucky at all times to be indisposed, but more So when either 
business or good entertainments are Stirring, which is the case I hear 
at this time for the famous Bononcini I find is come over, & the Operas 
very fine .  .  .”24 It was a few years later that John Percival first met Dr. 
George Cheyne, a Bath physician, under whose care he placed his wife: 
“My Wife is here under the direction of Dr Cheyne a very able Phisitian 
who I think has hit her disorder, & what he prescribes has already had 
good effect, but so obstinate a cholick as hers will require Some months 
Stay, & probably her return hither in the Summer Season.”25

Cheyne became famous for arguing that proper diet and exercise 
could serve as both a preventative and a cure.26 Sounding astonishingly 
modern, he urged “the great advantage of spare and simple diet,” advis-
ing his patients to eat more vegetables and less meat, in particular less red 
meat, to drink more water, and to avoid wine and spirits.27 He expected 

1759
April 6
Handel present for Messiah, the 
final performance of the oratorio 
season
April 7
newspaper report that Handel is 
planning to travel to Bath
April 14
Handel dies at home 

1757
February 8
Shaftesbury reports Handel is 
composing
March 11
Handel’s The Triumph of Time 
and Truth premieres at Covent 
Garden

1758
November 21
Thomas Harris reports that 
Handel has made “a consider-
able part of a new oratorio”  
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to their deaths and witnessing how their lives and legacies continued 
to interact.

After Handel wrote his will in 1750, he left it alone for years, only 
returning to it when he needed to make alterations due to the deaths of 
previously named legatees. In the first codicil, of 1756, he adjusted for 
the deaths of two German relatives and made contingency plans in case 
of the death of another, but he also took the opportunity to augment the 
bequests to two of the people who had been closest to him, especially 
in his blindness: his primary manservant Peter LeBlond and Smith Sr. 
These generous bequests were only possible because the annual orato-
rio series had continued to generate a significant profit for Handel even 
after he ceased composing new works. Perhaps in acknowledgment of 
this source of income, he also added bequests to two of his oratorio 
librettists: Newburgh Hamilton and Thomas Morell. Finally, he named 
George Amyand, a London merchant and Member of Parliament, coex-
ecutor to serve jointly with his German niece Johanna Floercke, a deci-
sion that probably was recommended to him to facilitate the execution 
of the will.3

In March 1757, Handel needed to add another codicil, on the death 

W I L L S  A N D  L E G AC I E S : Tim el ine

1750
June 1
Handel writes 
his original will, 
bequeathing his 
“Musick Books” to 
John Christopher 
Smith

1751
July 19
James Hunter 
writes his  
original will

1756
August 6
Handel adds first codicil to 
his will

1757
March 22 
Handel adds second codicil to his 
will
June 3
death of Catherine Hunter
July
Hunter revises his will
August 4
Handel adds third codicil to his will
autumn
death of James Hunter
November 30
auction of Hunter’s household 
goods
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of his servant LeBlond. He transferred his bequest to LeBlond’s nephew, 
John Duburk, who had replaced him, and added a much smaller bequest 
to his next underservant Thomas Bramwell. In his original will and in 
successive codicils, Handel generally recognized and rewarded the assis-
tance of his servants before any other considerations; as his dependence 
on them increased in his last years, so did his acknowledgment of their 
service. In August 1757, Handel again returned to his will on the death 
of another German relative, which necessitated further adjustments. He 
also identified recipients for some of his largest and most valuable pos-
sessions, again focusing on people who had been essential to the success 
of his oratorios. To John Rich, the manager of the theaters at Lincoln’s 
Inn Fields and Covent Garden, where many of his oratorios were per-
formed, he left the “great” organ he had originally purchased in 1745 
for the King’s Theatre, but which was now situated in Covent Garden, 
and to Charles Jennens and Bernard Granville, both of whom must have 
advised him on his art collection, he left paintings. (Two other friends 
who shared their enthusiasm for collecting art, Christopher Batt and 
Ralph Palmer, had predeceased him.) Finally, he left “a fair copy of the 
Score and all the parts of my Oratorio called The Messiah to the Found-

1759
April 11
Handel adds fourth and final 
codicil to his will
April 14
death of George Frideric Handel
June 26
Hunter’s dye house sold

1761
April 14
final “dividend” offered to 
Hunter’s creditors

1758
June
Hunter’s dyeing equipment  
sold at auction
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ling Hospital,” in a way compensating them for his earlier refusal to 
allow them the rights to the work through Parliament.

The final codicil to Handel’s will resulted from the composer’s own 
failing health rather than the deaths of any of his legatees. This last cod-
icil was written on April 11, 1759, five days after he had attended Mes-
siah, the final performance of the oratorio season, and three days before 
his death. As in his original will and earlier codicils, the order of the 
bequests ref lects Handel’s personal circumstances, but now differently. 
Whereas in the previous documents Handel had moved geographically 
from those nearest him to those farthest away, starting in all cases with 
the servants who had care of his  day- to- day physical needs, then to his 
closest friends and professional colleagues, and finally to his German 
relatives, in this final codicil, the order is somewhat altered, now moving 
outward from his immediate, personal circumstances to the recognition 
of social and professional ties.

With the experience of having had his career curtailed by illness and 
ultimately cut off by blindness, Handel made the first bequest in this final 
codicil to “the Governours or Trustees of the Society for the Support of 
decayed Musicians and their Families one Thousand pounds to be dis-
posed of in the most beneficiall manner for the objects of that Charity.” 
He then increased his gift to his London executor, Amyand, and added 
bequests to the lawyers, his friend Thomas Harris and acquaintance John 
Hetherington, who had assisted him in the codicils and perhaps with the 

Will s  and L e gac ie s  c ont inu e d

1758
November 12
Donnellan writes 
original will

1759
November 20
Donnellan adds 
first codicil to her 
will

1761
July 1
Donnellan adds a 
second codicil to 
her will
November 5
Donnellan adds 
a third and final 
codicil to her will

1762
May
death of Anne 
Donnellan

1789
legacy of Anne 
Donnellan paid to 
Trinity College

A NNE DONNELL A N (d. 1762)
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original will as well. Handel’s next gift, to James Smyth, the perfumer of 
Bond Street, identifies a person who must have helped Handel intimately 
in his last years. He was a close neighbor and probably served Handel in 
a professional capacity, especially in the final years.

179 4
February 22
establishment of 
the Donnellan 
Lecture at Trinity 
College (ongoing)

1763
January
death of John Christo-
pher Smith; Handel’s 
“Musick Books” pass to 
his son, John Christo-
pher Smith Jr.

176 4
June 18
Elizabeth Palmer’s 
account at the Bank of 
England closed; last 
historical record 

11.2  Original signboard (1728) for the business of James Smyth, perfumer, who 
worked “at the sign of the civet cat” (courtesy private collection / photograph Pete 
Tripp)

1768
December 30
death of Elizabeth Mayne
May 6
death of Patrick Delany
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Smyth is the last person known to have been with Handel before his 
death, a situation Bernard Granville seems to have anticipated in his 
request to Smyth that he write him with the news when Handel died. 
Handel’s next gift was to the violinist Matthew Dubourg, who led the 
orchestra in Dublin at the premiere of Messiah in 1742 and in Covent 
Garden, London, during the 1743 oratorio season: Dubourg was the 
only musician singled out by Handel in his will, and his more perma-
nent return to London in 1752 to take up the position as leader of the 
King’s Band suggests that he and Handel may have become close per-
sonal friends in the last years of the composer’s life.

Continuing the series of bequests to those who had directly assisted 
him in the previous two years, personally, professionally, or medically, 
Handel increased the gift to his underservant Thomas Bramwell, surely 
in gratitude for additional caregiving necessitated by his blindness and 
physical condition. He then turned to Benjamin Martyn, an amanuensis 
of Lord Shaftesbury and a member of the  Harris- Shaftesbury circle. Like 
the perfumer Smyth, Martyn lived around the corner on Bond Street; he 
was close to the composer by at least 1745, when Shaftesbury wrote of 
Handel to James Harris that on “most days he calls on Mr. Martyn.”4 In 
later years, he seems to have assisted Handel with the management of 
the oratorio seasons: Thomas Harris wrote to his brother in 1757 that he 
would send to Mr. Martyn “to know Handel’s scheme of performances.”5 
Handel next remembered his medical caregivers, giving bequests to 
the surgeon John Belchier and the apothecary John Gowland. Belchier 
was the doctor who took over from Sharp in the mid-1750s (see Chap-
ter 10); Gowland, like Smyth and Martyn, lived on Bond Street (where 
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1765
March 23
Goupy auctions a large 
part of his art collection

1769
February 16
Goupy writes his will
June (?)
death of Joseph Goupy

1770
April 3
auctions of the remain-
ing parts of Goupy’s art 
collection

JOSEPH GOUPY (d. 1769)
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whom he named  co- executor and residuary legatee, Handel had not men-
tioned women in the previous will documents. Suddenly this changes, 
with a £100 legacy to “Mrs Palmer of Chelsea Widow of Mr Palmer for-
merly of Chappel Street.” This bequest to a woman apparently led him to 
think for the first time of his two maidservants. They are not named, and 
their concern would have been with household matters rather than his 
person; Handel left to each of them a year’s wages beyond what was owed 
to them. The reason for Handel’s bequest to Mrs. Palmer is not known. 
There is no correspondence or other documentary evidence identifying 
her as a social friend, as there is for Delany and Donnellan, and Han-
del’s unlikely juxtaposition of her bequest with those given to his maid-
servants suggests that he may have thought of her as needy. Given her 
rejection by the Palmer and Verney families at the time of her marriage 
because of her lack of social status, and her decision to auction many of 
her husband’s possessions after his death, including the Palmer family’s 
fine picture collection, it would appear her sources of income as a widow 
were few. But one supposes that there was more than charity on Han-
del’s mind and that, as with Donnellan and Delany, Palmer knew Handel 
socially and had shared musical interests. The inventory of her father’s 
house at the time of his death included four violins in cases, providing 
some evidence that Palmer had music in her life from childhood.

Will s  and L e gac ie s  c ont inu e d

1752
George Ballard 
dedicates the third 
part of his Memoirs 
of Several Ladies of 
Great Britain, who 
have been celebrated 
for their Writings or 
Skill in the Learned  
Languages, Arts 
and Sciences to 
Mary Delany

176 6
Delany’s letters 
to Jonathan Swift 
included in the 
publication of his 
correspondence

1769
October 18
Delany begins her 
transcription of 
the English trans-
lation of Thomas 
Hudson’s Latin 
treatise on the 
Linnaean system 
of plant classifi-
cation

1772 –1782
Delany creates ten 
albums of paper 
collages depicting 
979 different flow-
ering plants with 
botanical accuracy, 
now in the British 
Museum 

1782
August 18
Delany writes her 
original will

M A RY DEL A NY (d. 1788)
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After naming the maidservants, Handel continued remembering 
women with the inclusion of both Elizabeth Mayne and Anne Donnel-
lan. That he did not include Delany is at first surprising. The reason for 
the omission may simply be the focus of this final codicil, in which Han-
del was specifically acknowledging those with whom he was still actively 
engaged. As Delany was living in Dublin, she was not a part of his imme-
diate circle at the time of his death (see Chapter 6). The last bequest 
went to Johann Reiche, secretary for the affairs of Hanover in London. 
It is not known if, or how, Reiche was active in Handel’s life during the 
composer’s final years, but as with the other gifts Handel made, this one 
was probably given in both friendship and gratitude.

Handel’s death on April 14, 1759 set in motion the legal actions nec-
essary to prove the will. As the original will of 1750 was not witnessed 
at the time of writing, two witnesses swore an oath that they were “well 
acquainted with his Manner and Character of hand Writing” and tes-
tified that the “whole body and Contents of the said Will” were in his 
hand. The next day, Handel’s servant Duburk testified that he was pres-
ent when the will and all its codicils “were all found locked and sealed 
up together in a Cover” in a bureau in Handel’s house, and that when it 
was found the “Bequest therein to Mr James Hunter” was partially oblit-
erated (as it now appears). He stated that “he well knew the said James 

1785
July 17
death of Dela-
ny’s close friend 
the duchess 
of Portland; 
George III gives 
Delany a house 
at Windsor

1786
Horace Wal-
pole includes 
mention of 
Delany’s work 
in his Anecdotes 
of Painting 

1787
May 25
Delany writes 
the eighth codi-
cil to her will

1787–1788 
Delany writes 
four additional 
codicils to her 
will

1788
April 15
death of Mary 
Delany

1861–1862
Mary Delany’s 
correspon-
dence pub-
lished by her 
 great-  
grandniece 
Augusta Hall, 
Lady Llanover
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Hunter the Legatee and the said James Hunter died in the Life time of 
the said Mr Handel the Testator.” Handel’s bequest to Hunter, following 
the form of the other bequests in his original will, contained a gift of 
some material object followed by a monetary gift, but the former has 
been so inked over in both copies by Handel that it remains undecipher-
able today (even with digital technology). Either Handel gave Hunter 
the item or items during his lifetime, or he changed his mind about mak-
ing the gift at all. What remained of the bequest was the very generous 
monetary gift of £500. However, Hunter had died a year and a half ear-
lier in the autumn of 1757.

Hunter also left a will. His original testament, dated July 19, 1751, left 
everything to his wife, Catherine.8 He only returned to the will after her 
death in June 1757, changing his heir and executor to his  brother- in- law 
and leaving more specific directions about his musical instruments, 
music books, and dye house. None of these instructions was followed. 
Since Hunter had never been released from bankruptcy, his entire estate 
was put up for auction to pay his debts. An announcement for the auc-
tion of his household goods on November 30 appeared in the Public 
Advertiser on November 16, 1757:

To be SOLD by AUCTION . . . ALL the genuine Houshold 
Goods, Plate, China, Linen and Books, likewise all the Stock 
of Dye Wares, Horses, Cart, Chaise, &c. of Mr. James Hunter, 

Will s  and L e gac ie s  c ont inu e d

1818
 thirteenth- century illumi-
nated Bible and illuminated 
 twelfth- century commentary by 
Hugh of  Saint- Victor previously 
owned by Ralph Palmer, Lord 
Verney, and Charles Burney, passed 
to the British Museum as part of 
the Burney Collection

19 01 (?)
Rubens’s oil sketch for 
The Elevation of the Cross, 
previously owned by 
Christopher Batt, and having 
remained continuously in the 
 Batt- Buckley families, passed 
to the Louvre

1911
George V deposits 
Handel’s autograph 
manuscripts in the British 
Museum as part of the 
Royal Music Library
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Scarlet Dyer, deceased, at his late Dwelling House at Old Ford, 
near Bow, Middlesex. The Goods consist of all Sorts of very good 
useful Kitchen and other Furniture; likewise a  double- key’d 
Harpsichord [called “curious” in later announcements], by Shudi, 
a fine Violin, and sundry Sorts of Flutes, and a great Variety of 
Manuscript and printed Music Books. . . .

In April 1758, the “large commodious dyehouse and  dwelling- house, 
and the Dyehouse Plant in complete Repair . . . situated in Oldford, near 
Bow, late in the Occupation of Mr. James Hunter” were advertised for 
rent.9 In June, all of Hunter’s dyeing equipment was tendered at auc-
tion.10 According to the  Hand- in- Hand Insurance Company records, 
Hunter’s executors turned over the ownership of Hunter’s dye house on 
June 26, 1759, to one Jonathan Haggard, Esq., and Haggard renewed the 
policy himself on July 10.11 Finally on April 14, 1761, the “creditors of 
James Hunter” were informed of what must have been a final dividend 
based on the proceeds of the sale and auction of Hunter’s property.12

Hunter’s financial problems, as well as his removal from London to 
Old Ford, might lead one to assume that he was an obscure bankrupt, 
but in fact, he left a strong reputation behind him as a man who aspired 
to excellence in music and collected at great expense manuscript copies 
“of all the music of Handel that he could procure.” At least John Haw-
kins described him this way at the end of the eighteenth century, when 

192 0
Rembrandt’s Man in Oriental Costume, 
previously owned by Ralph Palmer, Sir Paul 
Methuen and his family, William II of the 
Netherlands, and the Vanderbilt family, 
passed to the Metropolitan Museum

1957
Queen Elizabeth II 
presents the Royal Music 
Library to the Trustees of 
the British Museum
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11.3   Mayne- Batt- Buckley family chart

Mayne

Bat t

Buckle y

John Mayne
(1623–1680)

lord of the manor 
teffont evias

Zachary Mayne
(1631–1694)

Gabriel
(1663–1714)

Christopher
(1665–1701)

Christopher
(d. 1739)

Arthur
(d. 1705)

Thomas
(d. 1738)

Walter
(1700–1735)

John
(d. 1726)

John
(1722–1785)

Isabella 
(m. 2nd Archibald Earl 
of Dundonald, d. 1785)

(d. 1808)

Elizabeth
(1724–1773)

Samuel 
Berkley

Pery Buckley 
(d. after 1760)

Susan Neave
(1748–1843)

Elizabeth Mayne
(née Batt)
(d. 1768)

Christopher Jr.
(d. 1756)

rubens painting

William
(d. 1772)

John Thomas
(1700–1762)

John Thomas
(1746–1831)

Martha
(d. 1765)

Thomas
(1725–1787)

           m

Edward Pery Buckley
(1760–1840)

Edward Pery Buckley
(1796–1873)

Alfred Buckley
(1829–1900)

s.p.

s.p.s.p. = sine prole (without offspring)
 arrows indicate inheritance

s.p.

        m      m

m

     m
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1.2 Handel’s final codicil (1759), last page signed by Handel (The National Archives 
of the UK, ref. PROB 1/14)
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